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The Construction Industry Training Board (CITB) is a body corporate established by the enactment  
of the Construction Industry Training Fund (CITF) Act (1993) by the South Australian parliament,  
and came into existence on 1 September of that year. 

The CITB is not part of the Crown, nor is it an agency or instrumentality of the Crown. Members 
of staff are not public servants and are contracted under independent arrangements. 

The cover page of the Act explains its purpose as:

‘An Act to establish a fund to be used to improve the quality of training in the building and construction  
industry; to establish the Construction Industry Training Board to administer the fund and coordinate  
appropriate training; to provide for the imposition and collection of a levy for the purposes of the fund,  
and other purposes.’

The CITB was established as an industry owned and led non-Government agency responsible for  
supporting the South Australian Building and Construction industry by providing leadership in training  
and skills development for its workforce.

The CITB was created to specifically service the unique needs of the industry arising from its cyclic  
nature, a project-based method of operation and the tiered hierarchy of sub-contracting businesses. 

The bulk of the skilled trades workforce is employed and trained by companies in the lower portion of the  
contracting hierarchy – often self-employed tradespeople or small businesses employing just a few people.  
This creates a unique set of challenges in re-generation of the skilled workforce to meet future needs.

over the 18 years of its existence the CITB has progressively refined its  
scope and means of operations to best achieve its strategic objectives,  
summed up by the phrase Building Skills. Future Workforce.

VISIon STATeMenT
The South Australian building and 
construction industry is characterised by: 

¡	 a training culture across all sectors of  
the industry

¡		a highly skilled workforce

¡	 high standards of health and safety

MISSIon
To support the South Australian building  
and construction industry by providing  
leadership in training and skills 
development for its workforce.

VAlueS
¡	Integrity

¡	leadership and innovation

¡	Teamwork

¡	open communication

¡	Customer satisfaction

¡	Quality of service

RIGHT: ernabella D2C students are instructed 
in the process of steel framing
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The Act specifies CITB’s functions which include:

To act as a principal adviser to 
the relevant State and Federal 
Ministers on any matter relating 
to training in the building and 
construction industry.
Advice to the State Government is provided 
both on request or when a specific issue 
needs to be drawn to the Minister’s attention. 

Advice direct to the Commonwealth Minister had 
been provided via the Industry Training Advisory 
Boards (ITAB) function. This ceased with the 
termination of Commonwealth Funding in 2002. 

CITB was designated as the Construction 
Industry Skills Board (ISB) and contracted 
since 2005 under a Funding Deed with the 
Department of Further education, employment 
Science and Technology (DFeeST). 

South Australian industry engagement with 
the national Industry Skills Councils (ISCs) is 
effected directly, as a member of a national 
network of Industry Advisory Bodies (IAB).

The Funding Deed was withdrawn by 
the Minister on 30 June 2011. 

CITB will continue to perform an 
advisory function, but with a reduced 
scope of work defined in a CITB policy 
statement currently being developed. 

To administer the Construction  
Industry Training Fund (the Fund).
Administration of the Fund entails collection, 
project audit and reconciliation, funds 
management and disbursement policy 
and process in accordance with the Act 
and the requirements of the office of 
the South Australian Auditor General. 

To prepare training plans in 
accordance with the Act.
The principal product is the Annual Training 
plan (ATp) which is submitted to the Minister 
by 31 May for the following Financial Year. 

The 2010 -11 ATp provides the context for 
this report and is referred to throughout 
this document. It was compiled as a result 
of extensive consultation with industry 
through industry sector committees.

The 2011 - 12 ATp was submitted in accordance 
with the Act on 31 May 2011 and was 
subsequently approved on 7 July 2011.

To generally coordinate training and 
personnel development within the 
building and construction industry.
This is carried out through consultation 
with industry to identify industry trends and 
training needs, and the provision of funding to 
support and encourage uptake of the training 
and development programs identified.

To promote increased productivity, 
career opportunities, personal 
satisfaction and oH&S within the 
industry through training. 
CITB provides an extensive suite of web-based 
Careers advice and, in collaboration with the 
Department of education and Children’s Services 
(DeCS), provides leadership in the development 
and maintenance of construction Vocational 
education Training (VeT) in schools, linked to 
career advice. The VeT in schools program 
founded by CITB, Doorways2Construction (D2C) 
and D2C plus, provides practical, accredited 
training to students in years 10, 11 and 12. 

CITB supports and promotes career 
paths through the provision of funding for 
apprenticeships for people entering the 
industry and their employers. Support is also 
provided for up-skilling and cross-skilling 
for people already working in the industry, 
including promotion of a positive oH&S 
culture through a range of oH&S initiatives. 

oH&S is a major focus of CITB training support  
as can be seen in the training report elsewhere 
in this document. Roll-out of the nationally 
recognised common site induction course  
known as ‘White Card’ has been a key 
deliverable since 2008 - 09. With industry 
coverage now widespread, oH&S training  
activity is shifting to higher level training,  
aimed largely at supervisor level 
knowledge and systems. 

FunCTIonS

lEFT: Christine Mason D2C Graduate and  
MBA Group Scheme Apprentice of the Year. 

RIGHT: Built environs – Adelaide oval Western 
Grandstand. Photograph: Craig Arnold

To ReVIeW AnD eVAluATe 
eMploYMenT RelATeD TRAInInG 
pRoGRAMS To enSuRe THAT 
THeY MeeT TRAInInG AnD SkIll 
ReQuIReMenTS oF THe InDuSTRY.
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To review and evaluate employment 
related training programs to ensure 
that they meet training and skill 
requirements of the industry.
This is effected through a formal research 
and evaluation plan, and via feedback from 
stakeholders through sector committees. 

To ensure a more equitable distribution 
of effort amongst employers in relation 
to employment-related training in the 
building and construction industry.

The many small employers play a key role 
in employing and training apprentices. The 
success of a major communication strategy 
is evident in the growth in numbers of 
Direct Indenture employers now in receipt 
of CITB support. Many of these commenced 
during the period of BeR projects.

To initiate, carry out, support or 
promote research into the training  
and personnel needs of the building 
and construction industry.
A research program is developed each 
year in order to address specific aspects 
of workforce training and development.

To liaise with educational, 
professional and training bodies (in 
either the public or private sectors) 
in relation to training and personnel 
development within the building 
and construction industry.
This is achieved through maintenance of a 
broad network of organisations, intrastate and 
interstate including other construction training 
funds. CITB is part of a national network of 
Construction Industry Advisory Bodies. 

To promote, undertake, or support 
programs designed to facilitate 
the international exchange of 
information relevant to training or 
personnel development within the 
building and construction industry.
CITB engages with international agencies 
on a regular if infrequent basis primarily 
to support inbound international 
delegations and ‘fact finding’ visitors. 
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HIGHlIGHTS

The 2010 -11 training year was very much 
a mixed bag. Starting strongly with the BeR 
program in full swing, Housing activity still 
sound in the wake of the Commonwealth 
stimulus package and Civil with a number 
of major projects underway, it has finished 
with a marked contraction in industry activity 
that became apparent early in 2011. 

Concerns about a deferred impact of the 
Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in the wake 
of the completion of the stimulus program, 
and the potential of a ‘second wave’ effect 
originating with european and uS debt crises, 
have cast a pall of gloom over consumer 
spending and industry outlook data. The 
absence of new home buyers in the market 
has had a profoundly negative impact in the 
Housing sector with levy collections declining 
significantly in the latter part of the training year. 

The outlook for the Commercial sector is 
worse, with market contraction of both 
private and public investment resulting 
in a bleak outlook for 2011 - 12. 

The Civil outlook has clouded with 
Commonwealth funds being diverted to support 
post-flood cyclone reconstruction in Queensland.

While there are a number of State 
Government major projects in the offing 
these are not scheduled to commence 
construction until financial year 2012-13. 

These factors and an unprecedented 
number of apprentices in training have 
placed CITB in a delicate situation with a 
significant forward liability. Fortunately, the 
Strategic reserve, accumulated over time, has 
provided CITB with the capacity to weather 
the storm, at least in the short term. 

The key message is that the past practices 
of the Board in building sound financial 
Reserves, has provided it with some resilience 
to sustain training support through tight 
economic conditions. Some adjustment may 
be necessary as outlined in the Board’s Annual 
Training plan for 2011 - 12 (see the CITB 
Website). The Board will monitor policy settings 
closely as the new training year progresses.

ABovE: A forest of scaffolding surrounds the 
structure of the South Australian Medical Health 
Research Institute (SAMHRI) on north Terrace.
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Industry Activity
levy collections are almost the reverse of last 
year and largely reflect the status of government 
intervention. From the largest share of levy 
collections during the BeR program, Commercial 
has retreated to third place overtaken for the 
first time by the Civil sector which was the 
beneficiary of some significant infrastructure 
projects. Housing was flat coming out of the end 
of the First Home Buyers support package but 
since January 2011 has declined markedly by 
as much as 30%. See Charts A, B, C and D.

Training Activity – Apprentice 
numbers
perhaps the most significant ‘upside’ of the 
current situation is that we have record numbers 
of apprentices in training (see Chart k). This 
meant an over-budget result in expenditure 
but it represents a key investment in the 
future workforce. The challenge will be the 
ability of small self-employed contractors, who 
employ or host the vast majority of our skilled 
trades apprentices, to keep them employed 
and in training through to completion as work 
tightens up and business cash flow declines.

CITB has invested in improving communications 
with the sub-contracting community to ensure 
they are aware of the support CITB can provide. 
This campaign has been very successful as 
reflected in the increase in Direct Indenture 
apprentice numbers illustrated at Chart k.

Current Worker Activity
Current Worker (CW) training places (Chart I) 
were once again lower than recorded in the 
previous year, but in line with expectations. As 
occurred in 2009 -10, displacement of training 
type is taking place. As coverage of the industry 
continues to consolidate, White Card numbers 
fell in 2009 -10, but other Current Worker 
training places actually increased and the 
average value per place increased representing 
a shift to courses of longer duration. 

Doorways2Construction
Doorways2Construction (D2C) continues to 
go from strength to strength, but not without 
its challenges. By the end of the training 
year there were more than 1000 students 
enrolled in the program across the State.

The program receives excellent support from 
Registered Training organisations who oversee 
training delivery across the program. Most 
Group Training organisations see D2C as 
the preferred source of apprentice recruits. 
It is a relationship we want to strengthen.

over the past two years CITB worked closely 
with the SACe Board of South Australia to ensure 
D2C was fully integrated with the new SACe. 
This has been successfully implemented. In 
addition, D2C now has three streams available. 
The core of D2C remains General Construction, 
and now includes Civil and plumbing options. 

D2C plus, the trade transition Year 12 
option, has exhibited steady growth since 
its introduction. It will become the focus of 
the D2C effort into the future. With students 
remaining at school until they are 17, 
VeT strategy has to be synchronised with 
the objective of supporting attainment of 
SACe (Year 12) while imparting a suite of 
competencies and experience that optimise 
the prospects of transition to employment and 
higher level trade skills and qualifications.

The advent of Skills for All, the State 
Government training initiative, poses both 
opportunities and threats to the program. 
These are being managed progressively in 
collaboration with the Departments involved 
(Department of Further education employment 
Science and Technology – DFeeST, and the 
Department of education and Children’s 
Services – DeCS) and the school communities 
in which these programs are hosted.

The program is reaching its practical limits 
in terms of size. The support framework 
necessary to sustain a program of this size 

is significant. For example, each student is 
required to undertake four weeks of structured 
work placement. That represents more than 
4000 weeks in total. The requirement is fast 
outstripping the capacity of schools and students 
to access work placement opportunities.

Accordingly, CITB will be promoting a major 
industry engagement initiative in the second 
half of 2011, imploring tradespeople to Help 
us Open the Door for young people aspiring 
to a career in the industry. This will see a 
more structured and systematic approach to 
industry engagement with the D2C program.

Another challenge now facing the program 
is that the employment outlook for graduates 
of the program has softened significantly. 

The supply of qualified teachers and trainers 
was identified as a strategic risk and is being 
addressed by a number of initiatives.

D2C approaches its thirteenth year of existence 
well positioned to maintain the momentum that 
was created with its genesis in 1999-2000. 
everyone associated with it during that time 
deserve congratulations and the gratitude 
of the industry and school communities for 
an excellent initiative that remains the most 
successful and enduring of its kind in Australia.

other Training Initiatives
The Girls in Construction D2C program 
continues to build on its initial success. 
Based at pasadena High School and 
supported by ABC radio talk-back presenter, 
carpenter and licensed builder Rose Squire, 
this program is now in its second year.

CITB’s Aboriginal Workforce Development 
Initiative gathered momentum in the latter part 
of the Training Year with the appointment of 
coordinator Graham Rowe. In addition to the 
D2C program which started it all, at ernabella 
on the ApY lands, there is now an aboriginal 
D2C Civil program underway at Murray 
Bridge High School, in close collaboration 
with Burke urban and the local community. 

RIGHT: Scaffolders, form workers and 
structural steel workers all working together 
to get floors ready for the pouring at the 
SAHMRI site on north Terrace.
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one of the primary drivers for the establishment 
of the Construction Industry Training Fund was to 
create capacity and counter the adverse impact 
of the cyclical nature of the industry on training.

The 2010 -11 year got off to a very strong start. 
By January the effect of the Commonwealth 
Government’s stimulus package, particularly 
the Building the Education Revolution (BeR) 
schools building program, introduced in 
early 2009, was winding up. Thus began a 
decline in levy collections that signalled a 
contraction in all three sectors. At the time 
of writing, the contraction is expected to last 
at least 12 months, based on Construction 
Industry Forecasting Council data.

However, CITB is supporting the training 
needs of a record number of apprentices 
and their employers, primarily resulting from 
the sustained growth in the industry in the 
previous four to five years, and a particular 
surge during the period of stimulus funding.

This combination of lower than expected revenue 
and increased training expenditure explains the 
2010 -11 operating result of a $5.2M deficit.

The CITB has factored the cyclical nature of 
the construction industry into its planning 
and over the years has made provisions by 
way of financial reserves to accommodate 
fluctuations in the market and industry 
downturn. Therefore the operating deficit has 
been able to be funded from the CITB Strategic 
Reserve. This capacity is as a result of a 
deliberate approach by the Board to sustain its 
commitment to the skills development needs 
of the industry through economic cycles. 

The 2010 -11 result was realised 
because of three key factors:

¡		A sharp decline in levy revenue in the 
second half of the financial year

¡		Increased training support expenditure arising 
from the growth in apprentice numbers

¡		An extraordinary adjustment in the 
form of a refund of $1.5M to a body 
resulting from a series of overpayments 
on a rolling works program

The Commercial sector, after record collections 
in the previous Financial Year, has suffered 
most in the current climate following the 
conclusion of the BeR program, which had 
underpinned activity in the previous two 
Financial Years. Housing exhibits a similar 
trend but not of the same magnitude. The 
conclusion of the First Home Buyer scheme 
triggered the Housing decline. The forward view 
for Civil is muted with most Commonwealth 
infrastructure investment having been diverted 
to Queensland flood relief works. The perception 
of a contraction in the Civil sector will be 
exacerbated by the fact that there are a lot 
of companies active in the local market. 

Training claims performance is also counter 
to that of 2009 -10. Whereas in the previous 
training year, training support claims did not 
reach the ambitious budget targets, in 2010 -11 
they exceeded budget by a significant margin, 
primarily due to the success of an engagement 
strategy with Direct Indenture apprentices 
and their employers, and the overall growth in 
apprentice numbers, in response to a buoyant 
market and Commonwealth commencement 
incentives. It is also characteristic of the training 
lag that occurs when rapid growth takes place 
in industry activity: the ‘too busy to train’ 
situation means training lags industry activity.

Chart A compares 2010 -11 to previous 
years, in terms of industry activity, levy 
collections and training activity.

CITB started the year with $22M in 
accumulated funds. It finished the year 
with less than $17M and an outlook that 
is expected to erode that sum further.

In a powerful endorsement of the Board’s 
strategy, CITB has been able to maintain 
support funding and honour the commitment 
made to the industry workforce. In preparing 
the 2011 - 12 Annual Training plan, the 
Board resolved that it would continue to do 
so for as long as we are prudently able.

While the current contraction is unlikely to 
be enduring, it is likely that it will be long 
and deep enough to put many small self-
employed sub-contractors under cash flow 
pressure. It is these businesses which employ 
a majority of our apprentices. The longer 
the current situation lasts the more ongoing 
employment and training is imperilled.

Had the Board committed more of its funding 
forward, it would now have no capacity 
to maintain support of the workforce in 
the numbers we have at the moment.

The Board 
There were a number of new appointments 
to the Board in July 2010, joining a number 
of continuing experienced members. 
Membership is detailed in the Corporate 
Governance section of this document.

Formal strategic planning activity took place 
as planned in late September 2010, followed 
by a Governance Workshop in April 2011.

As was stated last year, CITB has sound 
policy settings in place, extending our reach 
into the industry workforce, broadening 
the base of training delivery and having 
the financial resources to be able to stay 
the course despite the turbulence around 
us. We expect to be able to maintain this 
position for the foreseeable future.

The Board’s current Strategic Framework 
is built around the following elements:

¡		legislative Framework (governing legislation 
at State and Commonwealth levels)

¡	Forecasting skills needs / demand

¡		The Construction Industry 
Workforce Action plan

¡	Workforce participation policy

¡	VeT Capacity

¡	Stakeholder Communication

¡	emerging Technologies and training needs.

RepoRT oF THe pReSIDInG MeMBeR 
AnD Ceo 2010 -11

one YeAR AGo, In InTRoDuCInG THe 2009 -10 AnnuAl RepoRT, We STATeD THAT IT AppeAReD THAT THe SouTH AuSTRAlIAn 
BuIlDInG AnD ConSTRuCTIon InDuSTRY HAD eSCApeD THe IMpACT oF THe GFC. THe eVenTS oF THe ReCenT pAST SuGGeST 
THAT MIGHT noT neCeSSARIlY Be THe CASe. AS THe CoMMonWeAlTH STIMuluS pRoGRAM HAS DRAWn To A CloSe, 
unDeRlYInG WeAkneSS In DeMAnD HAS eMeRGeD, noT JuST In SouTH AuSTRAlIA BuT RIGHT ARounD THe CounTRY. 
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Skills needs / Demand Modelling

This remains something of a ‘black art’ 
despite the commitment by Federal and State 
Governments to workforce modelling as a 
fundamental planning tool. Balancing forecasts 
in the medium to long term with the short 
term realities of the economic environment 
is challenging. The current contraction in 
construction activity evident in most States was 
certainly not anticipated, and the potential for 
disruption to skills development is far-reaching. 

In undertaking workforce demand modelling 
there is a tendency to view major projects in 
isolation and then aggregate the expected 
requirements across several. This creates 
an inflated result, as happened with the 
Commonwealth calculation of workforce 
participation data with BeR projects. using 
this methodology, the same workers will 
work across multiple projects and thus are 
double-counted (or worse). CITB was able 
to identify discrete individuals who worked 
across multiple projects which gives an 
accurate but greatly reduced number. 

The fact is that projects sustain or support 
jobs, rather than necessarily creating new 
ones. new jobs are created when net demand 
exceeds supply, which occurred during the BeR 

program. However, if projects are not contiguous 
over time employment will not be sustained. 

CITB’s Training and levy Administration System 
(TAlAS), has given us remarkable visibility of the 
industry workforce, its composition, disposition 
and skills profile and even its association with 
specific projects. This capability was used 
to good effect in supporting the Workforce 
participation reporting requirements of the 
BeR program via the Ten Percent Wizard.

This capability is an asset that can only 
increase in importance with time. programs 
such as D2C are fully integrated with it 
so we can track the progress of someone 
from entry to departure from the industry. 
This is a unique capability which provides 
excellent data with which to assess value for 
money of training activity, investment, future 
skills development and training needs.

Workforce Participation Policy

CITB remains committed to effective 
implementation of Workforce participation 
policy by Government agencies in construction 
procurement as a key element of Workforce 
Development at a strategic level in the 
SA building and construction industry.

CITB’s capacity to support such policy with 

a simple easy to use tool was demonstrated 
in the course of the BeR program.

From a CITB perspective the implementation of 
the government’s Fifteen Percent Policy is yet 
to have the intended effect. The Board believes 
there is opportunity for further refinement of 
government’s current workforce participation 
policy to ensure that companies that are carrying 
out publicly funded construction work, contribute 
to the development of the skilled workforce by 
employing and training our Future Workforce 
of apprentices and trainees in the numbers 
needed to meet the demand of the next and 
inevitable expansion of construction activity.

vET capacity

Skills shortages are often proclaimed as a 
major productivity constraint. one of the most 
critical factors in addressing this situation is 
the capacity of the training system to deal with 
the volume and tempo of training demand.

Capacity is underpinned by the number 
and quality of trainers who are able to 
be deployed to meet training demand. 
We need to invest in them just as much 
as the wider construction workforce.

CITB’s Wise Guys program is a key element of 
this approach and will be continued in 2011 - 12.

Report of the presiding Member and Ceo

ABovE: learning the ropes: a Construction Industry 
Training Centre course participant masters the art of  
cable splicing. Photograph: Bridgehead Australia

SoMe eleMenTS oF THe STRATeGIC FRAMeWoRk ARe ouTlIneD :
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Industry Skills Board Function
When the Act was written in 1992, the 
Commonwealth and State Governments 
funded a national network of Industry 
Training Advisory Boards (ITAB). The ITAB 
function was incorporated in the Act, and 
performed by the CITB with a dedicated 
funding stream external to the CITF levy. 

CITB carried out that function up until the demise 
of the scheme in 2002, following Commonwealth 
withdrawal of their share of funds.

Since 2004, CITB has performed the function 
of Industry Skills Board (ISB) under a Funding 
Deed with DFeeST, along with eight other 
bodies representing key sectors of the State 
economy. The ISBs are aligned with the national 
Industry Skills Council structure, although 
some overlap occurs. CITB for example 
deals with both SkillsDMC (which includes 
Civil construction) and the Construction and 
property Services Skills Council (CpSISC). 

In addition to the advisory function, a 
key emphasis of the ISB is Workforce 
Development which is broader than the 
Training scope defined by the Act. 

The Minister withdrew CITB’s Funding 
Deed with effect 30 June 2011, as part of 
measures implemented under the Sustainable 
Budget Commission recommendations. 
The other ISBs face funding cuts to 
an as yet undetermined degree. 

The Board has resolved to continue to perform 
the advisory function prescribed in the Act 
despite the fact that the circumstances have 
changed and it is now unfunded. The Board 
is working with the other ISBs, the Training 
and Skills Commission and the Government to 
articulate a new industry advisory framework. 

Skills for All
In August 2010 the State Government 
announced its intent to migrate to a new 
policy framework called Skills for All aimed 
at equipping as many people as possible 
with qualifications in order to maximise their 
employment opportunities. Implementation 
is progressive, commencing July 2011.

CITB is working to achieve alignment / 
synchronisation of CITB training support 
measures with the goals and objectives of 
Skills for All. While there is minimal overlap 
between Skills for All and CITB programs, they 
do complement one another. CITB already has 
many of the processes and control measures 
intrinsic to our training support programs 
that Skills for All will need to address. 

looking Forward
The challenge for the Board in the forthcoming 
training year is to minimise the loss of 
momentum or the investment that has been 
made in apprentice training and development, 
through cancellations of Contracts of Training 
arising from the industry contraction.

CITB support of itself will not alleviate 
this challenge, but it is a key component 
of any remediation plan which will likely 
require policy coordination with the State 
and Commonwealth governments.

Construction industry activity is intrinsic to 
economic development and is one of the 
key indicators of business confidence and 
economic wellbeing. The industry will remain 
a strong and vibrant component of the South 
Australian economy for the foreseeable future. 

A vital plank of workforce development strategy 
is the extent to which the local construction 
sector is engaged in the development associated 

with the resource sector. Recent experience in 
Western Australia and Queensland indicates 
that there is a great deal of concern that 
much of the local building and construction 
industry has been bypassed in favour of 
direct import of construction services and 
personnel in some resource operations. 

If the mining boom is going to make a 
genuine contribution to the wider economy, 
the engagement of local industry needs 
to be assured. If it is not, such a situation 
further exacerbates the perception of a 
two-speed economy and erodes both the 
national economic value chain and the basis 
of the current skills development strategy for 
South Australia. Assertive action by policy 
makers is required to ensure that such a 
situation does not occur in South Australia.

The CITB will work to ensure that the South 
Australian building and construction industry 
maintains its efforts in skills development so that 
the workforce is as prepared as it can be for 
the next growth phase in the economic cycle.

Conclusion
The South Australian building and construction 
industry has emerged from 2010 -11 with 
a skills development challenge on its hands. 
The Board and its core stakeholders are of 
the view that the CITB remains well positioned 
to complement the investment of State and 
Commonwealth funds in Vocational education 
and Training for the South Australian building and 
construction industry to meet the training and 
workforce development challenges of the future. 

lEFT: During 2010 -11, CITB began implementation 
of a strategy to introduce Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) to all levels of the building 
and construction industry. Training delivery will 
commence in early 2012.
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chart A maps levy collections against 
construction work done in South 
Australia over the life of cITB.

2010 -11 is only the second time in the 
CITB’s history when it has returned a 
significant operating loss because training 
expenditure exceeded levy collections. 

levy collections and the value of construction 
work are proportionately related, but the 
timing of levy payment and the point at 
which work commences or the duration over 
which major projects may extend, can cause 
a divergence between the two metrics. 

The levy is generally a forward 
indicator of activity since it is paid in 
advance of work being done. 

The reader will note that the relationship 
between levy collections and work done  
was closely proportional in 2009 -10,  
largely influenced by the speed with  
which the Building the education  
Revolution program was implemented.  
In other words the time gap between levy 
payment and work done was minimal.

A key contrary indicator is the degree to 
which collections fell away in 2010 -11. 
The volume of work done did not contract 
as quickly because, for example, BeR work 
extended well into 2010 -11. The reader 
should note that the levy collection figure 
is net of a major adjustment arising from a 
cumulative over-payment of an ongoing works 
program. A refund of $1.5M has been brought 
to account in the 2010 -11 financial year.

The conclusion to be drawn from this is 
that we expect the volume of work done in 
2011 - 12 to follow levy collections down. This 
is a significant negative indicator because 
the reader will note that this will be the first 
time in the CITB’s history that there has been 
a downturn in two consecutive years. This 
poses some major challenges in respect 
of the funding of training going forward.

In summary, the data suggests that the full 
impact of the GFC was deferred rather than 
overcome by the BeR stimulus package.

The paradox in this is that training needs to 
be maintained to the fullest extent that we 

are prudently able, if skills shortages are to 
be avoided in the next upswing in activity. 

While in 2008 - 09 CITB’s training expenditure 
was commensurate with the levy collected, 
in 2009 -10 the training expenditure fell 
away, while levy collections soared. 

This suggests that the industry was so busy 
that training lagged construction activity. 
The large gap contributed significantly to 
CITB’s accumulated funds or Reserves.

In 2010 -11 the reverse occurred. Training 
expenditure has grown dramatically 
largely on the back of record numbers of 
apprentices in training, and utilisation of 
CITB incentives has also expanded.

Current Worker training has dropped in 
terms of places, but a higher per capita 
spend is occurring. This reflects a change 
from high volume low cost programs 
such as White Card, which is now close 
to market saturation, to courses of longer 
duration which are more expensive. 

cHART A: SouTH AuSTRAlIA ConSTRuCTIon InDuSTRY ouTpuT, leVIeS ColleCTeD  
AnD TRAInInG ACTIVITY 1994 – 2011 (2011 – 2012 BuDGeT)

SoURcE:
•  Construction Work Done ($Millions) – Actual from ABS Source ABS 8755.0 Value of 

Construction Work Done, States and Territories, Chain Volume Measures, SA, Table 10, 
Series A405182J (sum of the 4 quarters)

•  Training expenditure & levy Collection CITB audited financial statements
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levy collections are net of a 
$1.5M refund, see the notes 
to the Financial Statements

leVIeS AnD TRAInInG ($M
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Report of the presiding Member and Ceo

THe pARADox IS THAT 
TRAInInG neeDS To Be 
MAInTAIneD To THe 
FulleST exTenT, IF SkIllS 
SHoRTAGeS ARe To Be 
AVoIDeD In THe nexT 
upSWInG... ABovE: Remote Indigenous housing 

project at ernabella incorporating the 
20% local employment requirement.
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The Board consists of 11 members 
appointed by the Governor in 
accordance with the provisions 
of the Act as follows: on the 
nomination of the Minister (3 
including the presiding Member), 
by employer associations referred 
to in Schedule 2 of the Act (5) and 
by employee associations referred 
to in Schedules 3 of the Act (3).

The directors of the Board as 
at 30 June 2011 were:

Mary Marsland pSM, BARCH, lFRAIA 

Independent Presiding Member 

Members and their deputies 
representing the interests of 
employers in the building and 
construction industry

Susan Frazer 
Plumbing Industry Association 
of SA Inc (PIA)

Deputy: Julie nemeth 
Nemeth Plumbing Group, Plumbing 
Industry Association of SA Inc (PIA)

Steven Hall MIpA, MAIe, Jp 

Director, Industrial Plumbing 
Services Pty Ltd 

Deputy: Paul Worthington 
Marketing & Member Services 
Manager, Plumbing Industry 
Association of SA Inc (PIA)

Sandra Jaffer 
National Administration 
Manager – Apprentices, Housing 
Industry Association (HIA)

Deputy: Douglas Stevens 
Regional President, Housing 
Industry Association (HIA) 

nathan Paine  
Executive Director, Property 
Council of Australia (SA Division)

Deputy: George Inglis 
Public Affairs Manager, Property 
Council of Australia (SA Division)

Robert Stewart MnIA, MAICD  
Chief Executive Officer, 
Master Builders Association 
of SA Inc. (MBA)

Deputy: Susan Pavan  
Master Builders Association 
of SA Inc (MBA)

Members and their deputies 
representing the interests of 
employees in the building and 
construction industry

Douglas Buchanan 
State Organiser, Communication, 
Electrical, Plumbing Union 
of Australia (CEPU)

Deputy: Robert Donnelly 
Secretary CEPU - Electrical, Energy 
and Services Division – SA Branch

Gary Henderson 
South Australian Branch Organiser, 
Australian Workers Union (AWU)

Deputy: kristen Rogers  
Industrial Administration Officer, 
Australian Workers Union (AWU)

Martin o’Malley 
Secretary, Construction, Forestry, 
Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU) 

Deputy: christine chevalier  
General Manager, Construction 
Industry Training Centre (CITC)

Members nominated by  
the Minister

christine Harrison 
Director, Workforce Development 
Directorate, Department of Further 
Education, Employment, Science 
and Technology (DFEEST)

Deputy: Marcus d’Assumpcao 
Manager, Workforce Analysis and 
Planning Unit, Workforce Planning 
and Policy Directorate, Department 
of Further Education, Employment, 
Science and Technology

Vacant (This position was 
vacant as at 30 June 2011.)

Strategic Intent
The Board most recently undertook Strategic 
planning in September 2010. As a result the 
Strategic Framework developed previously 
has been expanded to include some areas of 
focus. Some of these are described in outline 
in this section. The others were addressed in 
the Report of the presiding Member and Ceo.

The Board’s principal strategic focus is “Building 
Skills” and our “Future Workforce”. To address 
this, a multi-layered approach is applied.

Support and Promote  
Career Opportunities
The future of the industry depends on its ability 
to attract, train and retain people of all ages 
with the skills demanded by the industry.

levels of interest in construction as a career 
pathway are high, helped in no small measure 
by the impact of Doorways2Construction, now in  
its 13th year of operation. 

There are over 1000 students enrolled in  
D2C for 2011. 

Enhance Workforce Productivity
CITB’s efforts are directed towards 
training to meet the immediate and future 
needs of the industry as articulated by 
practitioners in our stakeholder community, 
through industry associations and in 
consultation with training providers. 

productivity improvement can be notoriously 
difficult to quantify. oH&S training can be 
correlated with industry site safety data; the 
impact of Green Card and later White Card has 
generally been perceived as very positive. 

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a 
contemporary innovation that offers productivity 
gains across a host of areas, impacting on 
all three aspects of project management: 
cost, schedule and performance, from 
inception to replacement and including the 
full operational life of a built structure. 

It is imperative that all elements of the industry 
in South Australia have the knowledge and skills 
to apply current and emerging technology to 
ensure they remain at the forefront of industry 
practice in Australia. CITB is developing an 

introductory training program for what can be a 
very vendor or application specific environment.

Optimise Information Exploitation
Since its commissioning early in 2010, 
the CITB’s business application “Training 
and levy Administration System”, or 
TAlAS, has lived up to the expectations 
around which it was specified.

CITB is now able to track with great accuracy, 
all aspects of the levy collection process, and 
on the other side of the ledger, to account 
for and provide high resolution, accurate 
information about the expenditure of the 
training dollar by individual worker, whilst also 
providing excellent workforce information.

We have a better, more tangible knowledge 
of the skills base of the building and 
construction industry workforce than 
any other state in the country. 

That data can be used to good effect in future 
planning and to support policy formation 
and implementation in order to best meet 
the needs of our future workforce.

DIReCToRS

CITB STRATeGIC FRAMeWoRk
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Review and Evaluation of  
CITB Activities
The data we collect informs external third party 
validation, which adds greatly to the value of 
the formal review and evaluation processes.

Audit and review of training claims is an 
on-going element of oversight to ensure 
value for money in meeting industry 
skills development objectives.

Develop Income Diversification
A key implied objective of CITB is to reduce 
the cyclical vulnerability of training activity to 
reductions in available funding so that long-
term objectives can be better met with greater 
certainty of funding streams for recipients. 

This has emerged as an issue of concern 
towards the end of the training year as the 
extent of the emerging industry contraction 
has become more fully apparent. 

CITB generates significant revenue 
through a range of non-levy activity by 
providing a range of products and services 
to customers around Australia. 

With the Commonwealth now providing an 
increasing share of direct training funding 
through the national Industry Skills Councils, 
CITB will monitor these arrangements 
closely so that the South Australia building 
and construction industry can derive a 
commensurate benefit from any such support.

Staff, Systems and Policies
CITB’s operations are interlinked with 
and underpinned by its management, 
administration and support systems. These 
represent a significant investment by the 
stakeholder community and are subject 
to on-going review and refinement.

The 2010 -11 Strategic  
planning Framework 

Legislative Framework
Regulation is a major factor impacting the 
uptake of training. CITB seeks to engage in 
policy development underpinning legislation, and 
in monitoring its impact and identifying training 
needs arising from it. There is significant change 
on the regulatory horizon that will impact on 
training needs. These are the national regulation 
of Vocational education and Training, and the 
national occupational licensing System (nolS). 

Forecasting Skills Demand
outlined in the Report of the 
presiding Member and Ceo.

Construction Industry Workforce  
Action Plan
published in 2009 by the DFeeST, this 
document spells out a range of strategies to 
ensure that effective workforce development 
takes place so the industry can meet the 
objectives of the State Strategic plan.

Workforce Participation Policy
outlined in the Report of the 
presiding Member and Ceo.

VET Capacity
outlined in the Report of the 
presiding Member and Ceo.

Stakeholder Communication Policy
CITB places great importance on stakeholder 
communication. The challenge of being 
able to communicate with a diverse and 
distributed workforce is significant.

CITB uses a comprehensive suite of media 
to communicate with stakeholders, from 
personal contact, a call centre, print and 
radio advertising, our website, extensive email 
and most particularly SMS messaging (just 
about every ‘tradie’ and worker has a mobile 
phone) and of course post and hard copy 
publications to get the message across.

A main effort in 2010 -11 was promotion of 
the Commonwealth’s Kick Start apprentice 
commencement incentive which ran from 
May to november 2010. The success of this 
campaign contributed in part to the growth 
in apprentice numbers evident in Chart k.

Additional engagement strategies are 
being developed for consideration 
in the 2011 - 12 ATp year.

Emerging Technologies and  
Training Needs
The impact of improved technology and 
techniques on construction has been 
profound and continues apace. new 
materials and processes are constantly 
evolving and being adopted.

In collaboration with a range of agencies, 
CITB is striving to develop a simple regime 
to provide training in BIM for all levels of the 
industry, with an emphasis on sub-contractors. 
The potential impact of BIM over the next 
few years cannot be overstated. It stands to 
generate enormous gains in cost efficiency 
at all stages of the life cycle of the built form 
from design through construction, operation, 
to demolition, recycling and replacement.

Widespread adoption of BIM 
will result in cleaner, healthier 
buildings – both new and 
renovated – with improvements 
in material consumption, energy 
efficiency, carbon emissions and 
the productivity of occupants.  
On average, an owner could  
save  up to 10 per cent on the 
cost of their building.

Senator the Hon kim carr 
Minister for Innovation, Industry,  
Science and Research
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Construction training funds of various kinds 
operate in Australia. Tasmania was the first 
State to introduce one in 1989, followed by 
Western Australia in 1990. South Australia 
brought the CITB into being in 1993 and indeed 
it is closely modelled on the Western Australian 
model. Queensland, where the training levy 
also encompasses the Mining sector, and the 
Australian Capital Territory have followed. new 
South Wales and Victoria are notably absent 
from this list although action is underway in 
Victoria to introduce a training fund for the 
Civil sector. Construction training funds also 
operate in a number of other countries, notably 
the uk and many Commonwealth countries.

The state and territory training funds are 
the largest sources of non-government 
funding for training in the building and 
construction industry and represent the 
largest sources of non-government funding 
for training across all industries. Collectively, 
they generate more than $85M annually. 

Together, these organisations support the 
training of over 80 000 industry employees 
each year. In addition, a further 20 000 
apprentices and trainees are supported on a 
national basis. School-based apprentices and 
trainees account for a further 3000 participants 
in building and construction industry training.

The South Australian CITF levy – 
How it Works
In South Australia, the CITF levy is imposed at 
the rate of 0.25% of the estimated value of each 
construction project over $15 000 undertaken in 
the state. The levy is paid by the end-consumer 
of construction services, either directly or on 
their behalf by the builder or prime contractor.

There are exemptions from the levy, such as 
construction carried out on Commonwealth 
land, and activities such as mining, 
petroleum processing, some forms of work 
on agricultural land and in some cases, 
non-construction plant and equipment.

In general terms, the levy applies to everything 
from a home renovation to the building 
of a new hotel or office building on north 
Terrace, and road developments ranging 
from local council road works to projects of 
the scale of the South Road Superway.

The levy can be paid manually over the 
counter at local council offices and CITB, or 
on-line at the CITB website www.citb.org.au.

How the levy is Applied
Construction operates in a highly competitive 
project-based price-driven market. Skilled 
labour by sub-contractors is traded on 
rates designed to achieve a winning bid. 
price is determined by demand. 

All of this means that training and workforce 
generation is a cost that was not being met 
by anyone. This led to a crisis in the late 
1990s because nothing had replaced the 
apprentices formerly trained through large 
Government departments. This supply was 
lost when outsourcing took hold. Training 
Funds came into being in the late 1980s to 
early 90s partly in response to this situation.

The levy serves to distribute part of the cost of 
training across all participants in the market. It 
works as a cost-equalisation mechanism that 
ensures that at least part of the cost of training 
is factored into the price of construction services.

The industry still relies on small sub-
contracting companies to hire and train 
apprentices. A mandatory levy means 
everyone shares the cost of training and 
workforce regeneration irrespective of 
whether they train or not. Those that do get 
the added advantage of funding support.

The levy a leading Indicator  
of Activity
levy collections are a good leading indicator 
of economic activity. payment of the levy 
generally takes place prior to approval, and 
precedes the actual conduct of the work.

The construction industry is comprised of 
three main sectors which are defined in the 
Act. In simple terms they are as follows:

¡		Housing – any permanent structure 
in which people live (but not including 
hotels, nursing homes and the like)

¡	Commercial – all other roofed construction

¡	Civil – unroofed construction.

Housing is traditionally the largest in terms 
of overall activity, but in recent years the 
other two sectors have grown more quickly. 
All are subject to cyclical variation. Many 
trades and skills migrate across sectors, 
particularly between housing and commercial. 

It is important to note that levy attribution 
is only an approximate indication at best, 
as it is based on a declaration by the levy 
payer and tends to be generic rather than 
specific or indeed accurate. South Australia 
is the only training fund that attributes levy 
collection and training expenditure. other 
states do not because of the administrative 
complexity and inherent inaccuracies involved.

ConSTRuCTIon TRAInInG FunDS

chart B illustrates the volumes 
of projects for which levies have 
been collected over time. 

of concern is the fact that the total  
number of levy payments has dropped in 
2010 -11 to the lowest level in a decade. 

SoURcE: CITB Training and levy Administration System (TAlAS)

cHART B: leVY TRAnSACTIon VoluMeS
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cHART D

This chart illustrates the level of activity in 
each sector relative to one another. From a 
period of relatively steady ‘share’ over the 
period 2001-2008, more recently, the impact 
of government intervention in the market as 
a response to the GFc is clearly illustrated.

civil sector’s share of the total of 
construction work done has risen 
from the low ‘teens’, which reflects an 

infrastructure underspend, by about ten 
percentage points over the past three 
years. Indicatively, 20% is about the 
level that needs to be maintained over 
time in order to ensure the construction 
and maintenance of infrastructure 
meets community needs over time.

commonwealth funding has played a key 
part in this. As it is diverted to Queensland 
under flood relief measures there is a 

risk that South Australia’s infrastructure 
program will lag once again. on the 
upside, private expenditure is expected to 
displace public spending with significant 
leviable infrastructure anticipated as 
part of the Roxby Downs expansion.

This graph also illustrates something of 
a ‘whiplash’ effect in the commercial 
sector in the wake of the BER program.

SoURcE:  CITB audited financial statements
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cHART D: leVY ColleCTIonS peR SeCToR 2000-2011 ($16.11M ToTAl)
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SoURcE: CITB audited financial statements

cHART c: leVY SeCToR SplIT AS A pRopoRTIon oF ToTAl 
ColleCTIonS 2000-2011 ($16.11M ToTAl)
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cHART c

The significant trend is the growing 
importance of civil construction, 
representing a return of Government 
infrastructure spending in the 
mix of construction activity.

The large spike in commercial in 2009 -10 
signals the impact of the BER program.

Housing has steadily declined over time 
as a proportion of the total, recovering 
somewhat in 2010 -11. However this 
is more a measure of the contraction 
of commercial activity than any major 
expansion in Housing in that period, 
illustrated by the fact that total Housing 
collections were lower in 2010 -11.

THeSe CHARTS IlluSTRATe THe RelATIVe VAlue AnD pRopoRTIonS oF 
eACH oF THe THRee InDuSTRY SeCToRS WITHIn THe ToTAl InDuSTRY MIx. 
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The 2010 -11 ATp reported performance 
against measures established in 2006 - 07 
and subsequently reviewed in 2008 - 09. 
The report highlights achievements in 
distinct program areas. In summary:

¡		The Apprentice and Trainee Support (ATS) 
program encourages the engagement, 
employment and support of apprentices 
in order to develop a foundation of skills 
for the longer term. This program offers 
incentives and funding for apprenticeship 
and traineeship tuition, progressive 
completion of Contracts of Training and 
maintenance of on-job training records.

¡		The Current Worker program aims to facilitate 
skill and career development, including cross-
skilling and up-skilling for existing workers 
in the immediate to medium term. The 
Contingency element provides flexibility and 
capacity to address emerging training needs.

¡		The Development and Innovation program 
(DIp) provides capacity to address specific 
workforce development needs. The school-
based programs, Doorways2Construction 
(D2C) and D2C plus, attract young 
people into the construction industry.

The table adjacent sets out the budget and 
actual expenditure of the ATp by element. 

The standout number is the size of the 
supported Apprentice population. The fact 
that is well in excess of budget reflects 
the success of a number of initiatives, and 
underlines the paradox the CITB finds itself in.

BUDGET AcTUAl

Gross levy Revenue 19.9M 16.1M 

ATS – Apprentice & Trainee Support

Tuition funding 1.9M 2.6M 

on-Job funding 3.9M 4.7M 

Completion funding 4.2M 4.4M 

Total Apprentice & Trainee Support 10.0M 11.6M 

cW – current Worker   

Current Worker expenditure 6.7M 6.3M 

Contingency 1.0M .9M 

Total current worker 7.7M 7.2M 

 Development & Innovation Initiatives   

Aboriginal Workforce program .5M .1M 

Development & Innovation programs 3.0M .4M 

D2C employer Incentive .1M .1M 

D2C program .3M .3M 

Total Development & Innovation Initiatives 3.9M .9M 

Total Programs 21.5M 19.7M 

no. of Apprentice and Trainee Support and current Worker places

number of current Worker training places 35 500 30 146

number of apprentices supported 3 600 5 421

noTE: Totals appear inconsistent due to rounding

 
 We have record numbers of apprentices 
and therefore expenditure liability, and 
declining revenue. In framing the 2011 - 12 
ATp the Board undertook to maintain our 
commitment to the apprentice population 
for as long as we are prudently able.

Actual training expenditure exceeded budget 
planning largely because of the growth in the 
apprentice population. Modest growth in the 

Apprentice and Trainee Support program had 
been anticipated in May 2010 when the Budget 
was framed while Current Worker expenditure 
was closer to budget. The growth in school-
based programs matched that planned in 
the budget but Development and Innovation 
Initiatives activity was well under budget, in 
part compensating for the increased demand 
on Apprentice and Trainee Support funding.

CITB IS ReQuIReD To pRepARe An AnnuAl TRAInInG plAn (ATp) FoR SuBMISSIon To 
THe MInISTeR AS one oF ITS pReSCRIBeD FunCTIonS unDeR THE ACT.

THe ATp ouTlIneS THe FunDInG pRoGRAMS AnD ASSoCIATeD ReSouRCeS, WHICH FoRMS 
THe BASIS oF THe TRAInInG ACTIVITY In eACH RepoRTInG YeAR.

AnnuAl TRAInInG RepoRT
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cHART E: 2010 -11 DIReCT TRAInInG 
expenDITuRe BY SeCToR ($17.93M ToTAl)*

*D2c and contingency / Innovation 
training, representing $1.76M, is not 
attributed by Sector and is not included 
in this graph (Total: $19.70M)

20.7%

39.1%

40.2%

  Civil 20.7%

  Commercial   40.2% 

  Housing      39.1%

cHART F: 2010 -11 leVY ColleCTIonS  
BY SeCToR ($16.11M ToTAl)

SoURcE:  CITB audited financial statements
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  Civil 28.3%

  Commercial   26.8% 

  Housing      45.0%

¡		Apprentice and Trainee Support shows strong 
growth in the number of training places for 
which support is being claimed for all three 
categories of tuition funding, on-job funding 
and completion funding, reflecting a higher 
claim rate. This increase in uptake confirms 
the success of the engagement strategy 
mounted in support of the Commonwealth 
Kick Start program in the latter half of 2010, 
which resulted in a much-increased uptake 
of Apprentice and Trainee Support by direct 
indenture employers and their apprentices.

¡		Current Worker places and expenditure 
were less than budgeted due to a reduction 
in the net volume of training places. The 
reduction was accounted for by a further 
drop in White Card training as coverage of 
the industry increased. The average price 
per place of training increased reflecting 
growth in longer duration (and therefore 
more expensive) Construction Skills training.

¡		engagement in the school-based 
program remains robust and places 
are increasing potentially to a near 
industry capacity match for flow-on 
apprenticeship arrangements. lower 
than budgeted expenditure on Aboriginal 
Workforce Development and Development 
and Innovation programs reflected the 
start-up phase of these initiatives and 
resulting delays while evaluation of 
earlier programs was completed.

chart E and F illustrate the relative split of 
levy collections and training expenditure. 

The Act requires that expenditure 
is in proportion to levy collections, 
and the Board strives to achieve 
this general intent in the longer 
term.
 

This attribution is subject to some elasticity 
as there is significant overlap between 
the Commercial and Housing sectors, but 
less so with the Civil sector. This overlap is 
expected to increase as more medium density 
housing is built as part of the Transport 
oriented Development (ToD) strategy. 

The 2010 -11 expenditure split is a reasonable 
reflection of the long term needs of the industry 
based on long term trends. The levy collection 
split reflects the short term impact of external 
market intervention, so one has to exercise 
great caution in a direct snapshot comparison.

In a perfect world training 
precedes construction activity so 
that people are competent when 
work commences, not after it is 
completed. 
Training requires time and resources, which 
are not available prior to project finance 
approval. And herein lies the great paradox 
of skills development in the construction 
industry and why it has historically been 
‘held hostage’ by economic cycles.

Chart A demonstrates that training actually 
falls away in an industry expansion as the 
‘too busy to train’ phenomenon occurs.

Apprentice training in particular is a longer 
term proposition, and is particularly vulnerable 
to cyclic variation. While they should ideally 
be commenced in anticipation of an industry 
expansion, the reality is that they are generally 
engaged as a reaction to it. This is reflected in 
recent CITB data. Apprentice commencements 
increased markedly through calendar year 2010 
beyond the cessation of the Commonwealth 
Kick Start incentive in november 2010.

With the benefit of hindsight the decline in 
construction activity had already begun.

Annual Training Report

Flexible Construction Training & Assessment (FCTA) Trainer 
phil Sweet taught participants from several SA regions in a 
Certificate II in General Construction in Clare, May 2011
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CuRRenT WoRkeR TRAInInG pRoGRAM 
The Current Worker program is a key element 
of CITB’s approach to promote increased 
productivity, career opportunities, personal 
satisfaction and occupational health and safety 
within the building and construction industry 
through training, as prescribed in the Act.

With the industry in a very buoyant state 
in mid-2010, it gave way to increasingly 
negative sentiment about the economy and 
the construction industry outlook from early in 
2011. The uptake of Current Worker training 
was solid albeit off the peak of 2009 -10 
in terms of training places. The national 
Construction Induction program, White Card, 
was introduced in South Australia in July 
2008 with in excess of 17 000 training 
places in that year, 14 000 in the following. 

In 2010 -11 CITB supported just over 9000 
White Card training places, indicating a 
saturation of demand for this program, at 
least in the civil and commercial sectors. 
White Card penetration of the housing sector 
is expected to increase over coming years as 
national regulation takes hold. The construction 
industry has indicated that it requires a 

refresher program to be developed to assist 
in the recognition of changes as they occur 
in oH&S legislation or Regulations. White 
Card has now been implemented for 3 years. 
The introduction of a refresher program is 
likely to have an impact on the volume of 
training required for induction programs at an 
industry level in future. However while a high 
volume activity it is a very low unit cost.

In consultation with its advisory committees, the 
Board has established an extensive schedule 
of training activities. As in previous years, 
CITB implements the Current Worker program 
through a range of subsidies to RTos in order 
to reduce the cost of training to industry. 

The RTos provide training, assessment and 
other services to the industry, in accordance 
with guidelines formulated by the Joint Sector 
Advisory Committee (JSAC) and established 
by the Training policy Committee (TpC).

All CITB support funding is premised on the 
successful attainment of industry agreed training 
outcomes, delivered and monitored under 
the auspices of a quality assurance process, 

the Australian Quality Training Framework 
(AQTF). The Board also sets funding at a 
level which requires a co-contribution from 
trainees or their employers. This ensures 
commitment to the training on the premise 
that if someone has had to make a direct 
contribution to the cost they are more likely 
to prioritise attendance and completion.

The program is based on several key objectives 
that are directly linked to training outcomes. The 
benchmarks for the data reported in the table 
were established by the Board in 2006 - 07 
and refined in 2008 - 09. Data integrity has 
been improved by the implementation of 
TAlAS on 1 May 2010. This has enabled 
CITB to report on each of the benchmarks 
with greater confidence. Some of the data 
reported in previous years have changed with 
upgrades in the system and modifications to 
the alignment of regional boundaries. Some of 
the differences have occurred as duplicated 
data from the old system have been removed. 
The data in the table below represent updated 
measures and are therefore an accurate 
representation of progress since 2006.

program 1 – Current Worker program 2010 -11 performance

oUTcoMES BEncHMARk 2006 - 07 2010 -11 PERFoRMAncE In coMPARISon 
WITH 2009 -10 & BEncHMARk

ovERAll 
TREnD

objective 1: To facilitate, support and promote a training culture across the industry

A greater uptake of training, 
measured by number of training 
places and expenditure

22 430 training places funded 30 146 training places – a 7.6% decrease from last year, 
but still steady growth of 34.4% against the benchmark

$3.9m expended $6.4m expended – an increase of 13.9% since 
last year and 61.6% since benchmark

Improved levels of awareness of 
the importance of training and the 
means by which it can be accessed

61.0% of enterprises aware of CITB 
funding incentives for current workers 

Survey not conducted 2010 -11 

Balanced regional training 
provision and delivery

28.2% of training places funded in 
current worker program delivered 
to regional participants

24.5% of training places delivered to regional 
participants – a 10.5% decrease since 
2009 -10 and 13.3% since benchmark

objective 2: To improve workplace productivity and performance by developing and maintaining a highly skilled and accredited workforce

An increased application 
of skills learnt

44.0% of participants regularly 
applying skills learnt from current 
worker program to current job 

50.0% of participants regularly applied 
skills learnt – an increase of 4.2% from 
2009 -10 and 13.6% since benchmark 

The workforce has a broader 
skills-base which keeps pace 
with changing technologies 
and industry requirements

75.0% of participants in the 
Current Worker training reporting 
improved knowledge in the area

73.0% reported improved knowledge – a decrease 
of 2.7% since both 2009 -10 and benchmark

37.0% of participants learning skills 
in new and emerging technologies

47.0% of participants reported learning skills in new 
and emerging technologies – a decrease of 4.1% since 
2009 -10, but a 27.0% increase since benchmark
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An increase in the proportion 
of the workforce currently 
an apprentice or trainee 

55 397 workers in the  
construction industry in 2007- 08 
and 5219 apprentices and 
trainees in training (9.3%)

72 974 workers in the construction industry 
and 6488 apprentices and trainees in training – 
8.9% is a marginal increase on 2009 -10 and 
a marginal decrease since benchmark

An increase in the number 
of recognised current 
competencies (RCCs) funded

33.0% of training undertaken to 
recognise current competencies

38.0% of training was undertaken to recognise 
current competencies which is steady from 2009 -10 
and a 15.2% increase since benchmark

objective 3: To ensure a more equitable distribution of effort amongst enterprises in relation to employment-related training in the industry

Increase in number of enterprises 
accessing CITB funds

2369 enterprises registered with CITB 5577 enterprises registered with CITB – an increase of 
28.6% since 2009 -10 and 135.4% since benchmark

objective 4: To enhance career opportunities and broaden workforce employability through training

The skills of the workforce 
meet industry requirements

87% of participants rated the training 
as worthwhile or very worthwhile

83% rated the training as worthwhile or very 
worthwhile – steady from 2009 -10, but 
a 4.6% decrease from benchmark

75% of Current Worker respondents 
reported training for new skills: 41.0% 
for up-skilling, 34.0% for cross-skilling

73% reported training for new skills: 38.0% for up-skilling 
and 35.0% for cross-skilling – a decrease of 9.5% and 
an increase of 29.6% respectively from 2009 -10 

The level of training activity is 
balanced against present and 
projected economic trends

number of persons training (14 717) 
in the industry as a proportion of 
total workforce (55 400) = 26.3%

20 486 people undertook training which is 
28.1% of the workforce (72 974) – a decrease 
of 19.2% from 2009 -10. It represents, however, 
an increase of 1.8% since benchmark

objective 5: To facilitate the development and adoption of safe work practices across the industry

A demonstrated commitment 
to training in the area of 
safer work practices

47.4% of current worker training 
places and 19.8% transaction 
value within the oH&S category

56.1% of training places and 29.0% transaction value 
were within the oH&S category representing a decrease 
of 13.7% and 16.8% respectively from 2009 -10. 
Both are considerably better than at benchmark with 
increases of 18.3% in places and 46.4% in value 

A safer working environment 
through training

69.0% of workers report safer 
work practices as a result of 
Current Worker training

72.0% report safer work practices – a decrease of 12.2% 
since 2009 -10, but an increase of 4.3% since benchmark

Contingency program

oUTcoMES BEncHMARk 2006 - 07 2010 -11 PERFoRMAncE In coMPARISon 
WITH 2009 -10 & BEncHMARk

ovERAll 
TREnD

objective: To address training needs in skill shortage areas that are not otherwise covered 
by the current Worker or Apprentice and Trainee Support programs

Build capacity in skill shortage areas 
with employment outcomes and 
attract more people to the South 
Australian construction industry

96 training places funded to 
the value of $530 200

482 training places funded to the value of 
$852 003 – an increase of 25.2% in training 
places and 81.0% in value since 2009 -10 

Innovation program

oUTcoMES BEncHMARk 2006 - 07 2010 -11 PERFoRMAncE In coMPARISon 
WITH 2009 -10 & BEncHMARk

ovERAll 
TREnD

objective: To develop new training programs and/or innovative delivery of training in skills shortage areas

Build capacity in skill shortage areas 
with employment outcomes and 
attract more people to the South 
Australia construction industry

43 skilled migrants funded 27 skilled migrants provided with $33 210 in 
funding – an increase of 12.5% in numbers and 
a decrease of 67.9% in value since 2009 -10

10 participants in Heritage/
Artisan support program

68 participants in Heritage/Artisan support program 
which is a 112.5% increase since 2009 -10

Indigenous participation  
– Benchmark 2010 -11

537 Indigenous CITB card holders:

¡		75 apprentices

¡		415 current workers

¡		47 D2C participants
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objectives and Strategies 

To facilitate, support and promote a 
training culture across the industry
A greater uptake of training, measured by 
training places and value of the training provided: 
the number of training places decreased by 
under 2500 places compared to 2009 -10. It is 
important to note that this has been skewed by 
the impact of White Card training over the past 
three years. Demand is contracting for White Card 
training places following the peak two years ago. 
There was an increase in demand for higher level 
Safety courses and Core Construction courses.

Due to financial constraints combined with the 
success of CITB’s campaign on engagement 

with existing apprentices and their employers, 

the Awareness Survey was not conducted for 

this reporting period. The implementation of 

the Ten percent policy, where CITB has worked 

with BeR contractors to assist them to track and 

report their training obligations, has also acted 

to facilitate employer-apprentice engagement.

Balanced regional training provision and delivery 

ensure that the benefits to the South Australian 

public are felt across the state. In 2010 -11 the 

number of training places to regional participants 

decreased to 24.5% which translates to a 

13.3% decrease since the Benchmark year 

2006 - 07. It is to be noted that to better 

reflect the expansion of the city, northern 

Adelaide (elizabeth to Gawler and beyond) was 

incorporated in the metropolitan area grouping 

last year which has significantly altered the 

Metro / Regional mix. It is also possible that 

the decrease indicates an emerging access 

and availability issue for the regional workforce. 

With early signs of a contracting market in 

evidence, this matter needs monitoring and 

possible investigation in the forthcoming year. 

 To improve workplace productivity 
and performance by developing 
and maintaining a highly skilled 
and accredited workforce
The degree to which participants of CITB 
funded training have applied the skills they 
learned in their current job is measured 
annually through a survey. In 2010 -11, 
50% of respondents reported that they 
regularly apply skills learnt in their CITB 
funded short course to their current job. 

This is a 4.2% increase since 2009 -10 
and a 13.6% increase since benchmark. 

Training is provided to ensure that the 
workforce maintains a broad skill base which 
keeps pace with changing technologies and 
industry requirements. There was a 27.0% 
increase in the numbers of participants who 
report learning skills in new and emerging 
technologies since the benchmarks were 
set. However, of this larger cohort, only 
73% of participants in training reported an 
increase in the skills learnt, 2.7% less than 
both the benchmark and the previous year.

There has been an increase of more 
than 6500 workers in the industry. This 
correlates with the level of building activity 
in the period, and also reflects an increase 
in apprentice and trainee numbers.

Survey data suggest that there was a significant 
increase in the number of Recognition of 
Current Competencies (RCCs) funded this 
year for the third consecutive year. This is an 
important result because it indicates that more 
people in the industry have been focussed on 
gaining recognition and qualifications for the 
experience and skill they have gained. Formal 
acknowledgement in the form of qualifications 
or certificates of attainment is necessary for 
licensing. In addition skills recognition processes 
identify gap or skills training needs and thus 
contribute to improved quality of work.

 To ensure a more equitable 
distribution of effort amongst 
enterprises in relation to 
employment-related training in the 
industry 
The number of enterprises registered with 
CITB continues to rise, with the largest yearly 
rise (28.6%) occurring since 2009 -10. Much 
of this can be attributed to the increased 
engagement of industry through implementation 
of the Ten percent policy, and is testament 
to efforts to increase industry awareness of 
CITB and its role in training support. no doubt 
part of this growth can still also be attributed 
to industry initial uptake of White Card. There 
has also been an increase in the number of 
enterprises directly indenturing an apprentice. 

 To enhance career opportunities 
and broaden workforce 
employability through training
A key function of training is to better shape 
the skills of the workforce to meet industry 
requirements. In 2010 -11, 83% of participants 
rated their training as worthwhile or very 
worthwhile. This is steady from 2009 -10, 
but is a 4.6% decrease since the benchmark 
was set and may reflect the slight shift 
towards training for regulatory compliance. 

Breadth of employability is measured by a 
comparison of up-skill and cross-skill training. 
Whilst training to up-skill decreased by 9.5%, 
there was a marked increase of 29.6% in 
cross-skilling. This is a positive and important 
result as it confirms the previous objectives 
that are intended to provide a lifelong 
focus on improving skills and responding 
to emerging trends in construction.

While there was a decrease in the number of 
individuals undertaking training as a proportion 
of the total workforce since 2009 -10, this 
reflects the saturation of White Card training. 
The proportion still remains higher than the 
benchmark and there has been a 13.9% 
increase in expenditure since 2009 -10. 
This can be attributed to a movement to 
higher value cross-skill training programs.

 To facilitate the development and 
adoption of safe work practices 
across the industry

56.2% of training places and 29.0% of the 

transaction value of training were allocated to 

courses categorised as oH&S in 2010 -11. This 

represents a decrease from 2009 -10 of 13.6% 

for places and 16.8% for value. This reflects 

the saturation of White Card training across 

most of the industry. This is still a considerable 
increase on the benchmark places and values 
set in 2006 - 07 (47.4% places, 19.8% value). 

The number of workers that report safer 
work practices as a result of the training 
they attended was 72.0%. This is a 12.2% 
decrease from 2009 -10, but a 4.3% increase 
since the benchmark was set. Safer work 
practices result in reduced costs (monetary 
and distress) for the construction industry 
and also for the community more generally. 

THe FolloWInG oBJeCTIVeS AnD STRATeGIeS WeRe eSTABlISHeD BY THe BoARD AnD 
HAVe GuIDeD THe CuRRenT WoRkeR pRoGRAM SInCe 2006 - 07. 
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Contingency program

To address training needs in 
skill shortage areas that are not 
otherwise covered by the Current 
Worker or Apprentice and Trainee 
Support programs 
 Training places increased by 25.2% from  
2009 -10 to 482 places. This coincides with an  
81.0% increase in expenditure to $852 003.  
There was an increase in the number of training 
places provided in skill shortage areas, such  
as brick and block skills training and civil  
plant operations. 

The most significant increase was in CITB 
funding the industry support component of 
the productivity places program, particularly 
in Certificate IV in Building and Construction 
(Building) and Certificate IV in Building 
and Construction (Site Management).

Development and Innovation 
program (formerly Innovation 
program)

 To develop new training programs 
and/or innovative delivery of 
training in skills shortage areas 
The major focus of the Development and 
Innovation program is engagement of 
industry participants by applying different 
approaches and/or methods to training, 
outside the Current Worker or Apprentice 
and Trainee Support programs.

Since 2007- 08, CITB has been providing 
skilled migrants with assistance in obtaining 
the necessary gap training to work in the South 
Australian construction industry. In 2010 -11,  
27 skilled migrants were assisted in accessing 
$33 210 in Current Worker funding. This number 
is considerably less than the 43 migrants funded 

in 2007- 08, which could suggest a maturation 
of the program as suitable migrant skills and 
qualifications are distinguished from those which 
are less compatible with local conditions. on 
the other hand, the number represents a 12.5% 
increase from 2009 -10 with an accompanying 
67.9% decrease in expenditure, indicating 
efficiency gains as the program settles. From 
2011 - 12, the skilled migrant program will be 
incorporated into the Current Worker program.

other main activity in the Development 
and Innovation program was as follows:

¡	Green painting

¡	BIM

¡	Aboriginal Workforce Development

¡	Heritage Artisan Support program

These programs are described 
in detail elsewhere.

ABovE: participants in CITB’s series of heritage artisan 
stonemasonry courses have carried out extensive 
restorations to the Bimbowrie homestead in the state’s north. 
Photograph: Department of the Environment and  
Natural Resources
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SoURcE:  CITB Training and levy 
Administration System (TAlAS)

cHART G: 2010 -11 CuRRenT WoRkeR 
TRAInInG plACeS BY CouRSe CATeGoRY 
(30 146 plACeS ToTAl)

oH & S  
56.2%

other 
1.9%

Business 
Management 
1.9%

Construction 
Management 
3.5%

Construction 
Skills 
34.5%

SoURcE:  CITB Training and levy 
Administration System (TAlAS)

Construction 
Skills 
56.7%

cHART H: 2010 -11 CuRRenT WoRkeR 
expenDITuRe BY CouRSe CATeGoRY 
($6.30M ToTAl)

oH & S  
29.0%

other 
3.3%

Business 
Management 
7.6%

Construction 
Management 
3.4%

chart G displays where training effort is 
deployed , displaying numbers of places 
by course type. It is a measure of volume.

chart H displays the proportion of 
expenditure by course category. This is an 
aggregation of volume, and the rate at which 
various course types are supported by cITB.

oH&S for example consumes 56% of places 
but only 29% of funds. This reflects White Card 
training which is high volume at a relatively low 
cost per participant. Its share has decreased 
from the levels of previous years as market 
saturation in White Card training has been 
approached in all sectors other than Housing.

Construction Skills training has exhibited a 
significant increase from the previous year both 
in dollar terms and in numbers of places.

Construction Management, Business 
Management and other categories 
have also increased in terms of both 
dollars and numbers of places.

Readers should note that for some years now CITB has made provision for 
industry training to address issues around the handling and installation of 
nail plated roof trusses, in anticipation of a requirement to do so arising 
from the Coronial Inquiry into the Riverside Golf Club. This training has yet 
to be taken up and without mandated requirement to do so it is unlikely 
that it will. CITB has carried over this provision to the 2011 - 12 Annual 
Training plan.
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cHART I: CuRRenT WoRkeR TRAInInG plACeS 2001- 02 To 2010 -11
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cHART J: TRAInInG plACeS BY ReGIon oF ReSIDenCe 2010 -11  
(30 146 plACeS ToTAl)

SoURcE:  CITB Training and levy 
Administration System (TAlAS)

port pirie 
1.7%

Metropolitan 68.3% northern Adelaide 7.2%

Adelaide Hills 4.9%
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other 10.7%
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other 
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The number of Current Worker training  
places from 2001-02 to 2010 -11 is displayed  
in Chart I. The data indicates a continuing  
trend of a tapering off in terms of training 
places, largely as a result of a decline in 
unit market share of White Card training. All 
other training activity has actually increased 
in terms of both numbers and value

chart J illustrates training activity by region, 
based on the trainee’s place of residence. The 
data have been collated to provide a measure 
of training places delivered to people who 
live in metropolitan and regional locations. 

The chart does not illustrate WHeRe 
training is delivered, rather that its benefit 
is distributed across the State.

A noticeable trend is the blurring between 
outer metro and inner regional areas, 
particularly to the north of Adelaide. 

northern Adelaide (elizabeth to Gawler and 
beyond) was incorporated in the metropolitan 
area grouping last year which has significantly 
altered the Metro / Regional mix.

Training delivery is more heavily weighted to 
metropolitan locations. Many people from regional 
locations come to the Adelaide metropolitan 
area where there are a greater number of RTos. 
Regional delivery is supported by a number of 
regional RTos, as well as metropolitan RTos 
who export training to regional locations. CITB 
supports regional delivery by offsetting any 
additional costs to RTos so the retail price is 
held at the same level as metropolitan delivery.

lEFT: 2011 pasadena D2C Girls  program: Working at the 
Riding for the Disabled ‘Stables’ at o’Halloaran Hill.

RIGHT: 15 year old Jayden Curnow from loveday in 
the Riverland benefited from the combined expertise of 
16 participants in a recent Bimbowrie heritage artisan 
stonemasonry course. Photograph: Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources

CITB SuppoRTS ReGIonAl 
DelIVeRY BY oFFSeTTInG 
AnY ADDITIonAl CoSTS To 
RToS So THe ReTAIl pRICe IS 
HelD AT THe SAMe leVel AS 
MeTRopolITAn DelIVeRY.
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Apprentice and Trainee Support

oUTcoMES BEncHMARk 2006 - 07 2010 -11 PERFoRMAncE AnD % cHAnGE  
FRoM 2009 -10

ovERAll 
TREnD 

objective 1: To encourage prospective new entrants in schools and the community to consider careers in the industry

An increased awareness and 
acceptance of building industry 
careers amongst school students

72.0% of careers advisors within 
D2C enabled schools, promoting 
building and industry careers 

Careers advisors within all D2C enabled schools 
promoting building and industry careers

An increased interest by schools and 
the community in the D2C program

Approximately 600 applicants 
for 400 D2c places 

Approximately 1000 applicants for 700  
D2C places.

Maintenance of a population of 
appropriately qualified, committed and 
enthusiastic teachers delivering D2C

number of applicants for D2C teacher 
scholarships: 
¡	2 now in Year 3 
¡	4 in Year 2 
¡	2 successful this year

number of applicants for D2C teacher scholarships: 
¡	2 in Year 3,  
¡	2 in year 4, 
¡	no graduates this year

objective 2: To encourage enterprises to take on apprentices and trainees in approved vocations

An increase in the proportion 
of D2C participants gaining 
contracts of training

$47 000 paid as an incentive 
to enterprises signing a CoT

$59 000 paid in incentives – a decrease of 23.4% since 
2009 -10, but an increase of 25.5% since benchmark 

Apprentice and trainee commencements 
in approved vocations are consistent 
with 10 year long term trend

Apprentice/trainee commencements: 
¡	electricians 642 
¡		Refrigeration/air conditioner 

mechanics 127
¡	Construction trades 1153

Apprentice/trainee commencements: 
¡	electricians 730 (12.5% increase from 2009 -10) 
¡		Refrigeration/air conditioning mechanics 

127 (7.6% increase from 2009 -10)
¡	Construction trades 1581 (4.8% increase from 2009 -10)

Increased awareness of 
financial and tangible benefits 
of employing under CoTs

61.0%  of enterprises aware of  
CITB incentives 

The Awareness Survey was not run in 2010 -11. However 
the awareness program conducted in conjunction with 
the Commonwealth Kick Start program resulted in a 
significant increase in the numbers of direct indentured 
apprentices and employers engaged with CITB.

AppRenTICe AnD TRAInee 
SuppoRT pRoGRAM
How it Works
The Apprentice and Trainee Support program 
is guided by active input from the entry level 
Training Reference Committee (elTRC) in relation 
to apprenticeships and traineeships, D2C and 
career information. The elTRC fosters linkages 
with training providers, schools and industry. 
The Training policy Committee has oversight of 
the implementation of all Apprentice and Trainee 
Support programs on behalf of the Board. 

The program is based on several key objectives 
that are directly linked to training outcomes. The 
benchmarks for the data reported in the table 
were established by the Board in 2006 - 07 and 
refined in 2002-08. Data integrity has been 
improved by the implementation of Training & 

levy Administration System (TAlAS) on 1 May 
2010. This has enabled CITB to report on each 
of the benchmarks with greater confidence. 
Most of the differences have occurred as 
duplicated data from the old system have been 
removed. The data in the table below represent 
updated measures and are therefore an 
accurate representation of progress since 2006.

Commencement statistics are taken from 
the DFeeST Trainee and Apprenticeship 
Services (TAS) database and include data 
up until the end of June 2011. Completion 
statistics are from the nCVeR Vocstats 
database and are projections for 2011 as the 
December 2010 quarter data was the most 
recent at the time of preparing the report. 

RIGHT: The Construction Industry Training 
Centre at Regency park offers training in the 

operation of fixed and mobile lifting equipment 
ranging from forklifts to tower cranes.  

Photograph: Bridgehead Australia
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objective 3: To maximise the proportion of new entrants undertaking approved vocational qualifications

The levels of apprentices and trainees 
in training in approved vocations are 
sufficient to maintain the industry 
workforce at required levels 

1433 individuals and enterprises 
reimbursed for tuition fees in 
the Apprentice and Trainee 
Support program

3896 individuals and enterprises reimbursed for tuition 
fees – an increase of 17.6% since 2009 -10

Apprentices/trainees in training: 
¡	electricians 1656 
¡		Refrigeration/air conditioning 

mechanics 307
¡	Construction trades 2609

Apprentices/trainees in training: 
¡	electricians 2043 (12.0% increase from 2009 -10) 
¡		Refrigeration/air conditioning mechanics 

373 (2.6% increase from 2009 -10)
¡		Construction trades 4073 (10.2% 

increase from 2009 -10)

enterprises received financial 
incentives for a total of 1570 
apprenticeship completions 
from the Apprentice and 
Trainee Support program

enterprises received financial incentives 
for 2409 apprenticeship completions – an 
increase of 13.2% since 2009 -10

Apprentice/trainee completions: 
¡	electricians 272 
¡		Refrigeration/air conditioning 

mechanics 49
¡	Construction trades 531

Apprentice/trainee completions: 
¡	electricians 478 (10.5% increase since 2009 -10) 
¡		Refrigeration/air conditioning mechanics 71  

(19.8% decrease since 2009 -10)
¡	Construction trades 749 (5.9% increase since 2009 -10)

An increase in the proportion of new 
entrants in approved vocations gaining 
formal recognition of their skills

81 apprentices and trainees gaining 
early sign-off in approved vocations

106 apprentices and trainees gaining early sign-off in 
approved vocations – increase of 17.8% since 2009 -10

objective 4: To improve the quality of workplace learning and training of apprentices and trainees in approved vocations

A wider acceptance and adoption 
of on-job recognised training

$2.1M spent on on-job 
log book funding

$4.7M spent on on-job log book funding – an 
increase of 35.8% since 2009 -10 

An increase in the number of recently 
completed apprentices in approved 
vocations gaining appropriate licenses

675 apprentices accessing current 
worker funding (excluding Green 
Card) in the final year of their CoT, 
or within 6 months of completion

1640 apprentices accessing current worker 
funding (excluding White Card) in the final year 
of their CoT, or within 6 months of completion 
– an increase of 10.6% since 2009 -10

objective 5: To raise awareness of safe work practices amongst apprentices and trainees in approved vocations

participation levels in approved 
oH&S specific training is consistent 
with workforce numbers

905 apprentices and trainees 
participating in Green Card training 

856 apprentices and trainees participating in White 
Card training – a decrease of 45.4% since 2009 -10 
(See Chart H for an explanation of this trend)

THe leVelS oF 
AppRenTICeS AnD 
TRAIneeS In TRAInInG In 
AppRoVeD VoCATIonS 
ARe SuFFICIenT To 
MAInTAIn THe InDuSTRY 
WoRkFoRCe AT 
ReQuIReD leVelS 
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objectives and Strategies

To encourage prospective new 
entrants in schools and the 
community to consider careers in  
the construction industry.
¡		CITB aims to increase awareness and 

acceptance of building industry careers 
amongst school students. Careers 
advisors in all schools offering D2C are 
prime advocates for the program and a 
career in the construction industry. 

¡		Construction is now a career of choice for 
many young people. Demand for places far 
outstrips availability. numbers of places are 
contained to approximately 1000, including 
D2C plus, to ensure that students completing 
the program have the best chance possible 
of gaining employment in the industry. 
Students are now screened by interview 
prior to entry into the D2C program.

¡		Maintenance of a population of appropriately 
qualified, committed and enthusiastic 
teachers delivering D2C is important 
to the quality of training delivered. All 
recipients of CITB scholarships studying 
teaching at the university of South Australia 
have progressed in their studies. 

 To encourage enterprises to take 
on apprentices and trainees in 
approved vocations
¡		There was a decrease in the amount 

claimed by enterprises signing D2C 
participants to a CoT which is disappointing, 
given that at the same time, there was 
an increase in both the number of D2C 
participants and the number of students 
gaining apprenticeships. This result points 
to the need for better engagement with 
employers to ensure that they are aware 
of the incentives provided by CITB. on the 
other hand it is positive that employers are 
increasingly taking on D2C graduates. 

¡		nCVeR data on apprentice commencements 
in approved vocations in the construction 
industry indicates positive results. overall 
there has been a 7.2% increase in 
commencements. The most significant 
growth in commencements was in electrical 
apprenticeships at 12.5%. This compares 
to 7.6% in Refrigeration and Airconditioning 
and 4.8% for other construction trades. 

 To maximise the proportion of new 
entrants undertaking approved 
vocational qualifications
¡		There has been an increase of 17.6% for 

Tuition claimants. In addition, enterprises 
receiving financial incentives have 
increased by 13.2% since 2009 -10.

¡		CITB aims to ensure that the levels of 
apprentices and trainees in training in 
approved vocations are sufficient to 

maintain the industry workforce at required 
levels. There has been an increase in the 
number of apprentices in training across 
all construction vocational qualifications. 
The increase in completions and early 
sign-offs may be an early warning sign 
of a downturn in industry activity. 

To improve the quality of workplace 
learning and training of apprentices 
and trainees in approved vocations
¡		CITB aims to increase acceptance and 

adoption of on-job recognised training 
evidenced by the number of apprentices 
maintaining on-job log books. There was an 
increase of 35.8% in funding for participants 
submitting log books, following the trend 
since the benchmark, indicating a wider 
acceptance of on-job recognised training. 

¡		There has been a 10.6% increase in 
apprentices and trainees who, in the last year 
of their CoT or within 6 months of completion, 
were in receipt of Current Worker funding 

for training relevant to gaining licences. 

To raise awareness of safe work 
practices amongst apprentices and 
trainees in approved vocations
¡		The number of apprentices taking White 

Card training decreased for the second year 
in a row. This is consistent with the general 
trend of White Card training across the 
industry and signals saturation. The number 
of apprentices taking White Card is also in 
line with apprentice commencement rates. 

outcome performance
Apprentice and Trainee Support includes:  
tuition funding for apprentices  
(through endorsed RTos), on-job training 
incentive (log book) and completion 
incentive for eligible employers.

Apprentice and Trainee Support  
expenditure increased significantly in  
2010 -11, primarily as a result of increased  
uptake of support by direct indenture  
employers (see Chart k and l – 
numbers and expenditure).
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chart k illustrates in very clear terms 
a dilemma that is confronting the cITB. 
Apprentices and their employers underpin 
our future workforce. They are a vital 
asset and our biggest training liability.

our success in engaging with industry 
apprentices and employers is reflected in the 
numbers of apprentices supported. The numbers 
are now such that our capacity to continue to 
support them under the current policy settings is 
threatened by the downturn in levy collections.

The net number supported has grown six fold  
in ten years.

In 2005-06 the CITB changed its apprentice 
funding model from one which resourced 
only Group Training Companies, to a universal 
system which funds direct indenture employers 
and Group Schemes on an equal footing. 
The growth in the number of direct indenture 
apprentices is a function of communication 
with the employer base of the industry. 

There was a lag in uptake due to the challenges 
of communicating with large number of 
very small businesses. This lag actually 
played a key part in CITB’s accumulation 
of a significant financial reserve.

The other major feature of this graph is the 
large number of apprentice commencements 
that took place in 2010 -11. This can 
be attributed to two key events; 

¡		The buoyant industry situation 
during calendar year 2010 and 

¡		The Commonwealth Kick Start funding 
incentive program which extended 
from May – november 2010

The challenge for CITB and the industry is to 
retain these apprentices through until completion. 

CITB expects to see a number of 
phenomena in this space during 2011 - 12, 
in more or less the following order:

¡	Reduced commencements

¡		Increased ‘early sign-off’ of apprentice 
in the final stages of their training

¡		More apprentices being released from work 
to attend block release training with their RTo 

¡		Apprentices being asked by their 
employers to take leave in quiet periods

¡		Finally and most seriously, apprentice 
cancellations and layoffs if the 
downturn is protracted

CITB support can offset but not overcome the 
costs associated with training an apprentice.

  Direct places (all funding) 

  GTo places (as per on job calims)

SoURcE: CITB Training and levy Administration System (TAlAS)
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chart l illustrates a steady increase in 
both the number of people employed in 
the construction industry and the number 
of apprentices in training since 1994.

A noticeable flattening in the number 
of electrical apprentices in training in 
2010 -11 may be attributed to the fact 
that electricians are broadly employed 
across a number of industry sectors 
such as manufacturing, which were 
more heavily affected by the GFc.

This was more than offset by an 
increase in the number of General 
construction apprentices.
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DooRWAYS2ConSTRuCTIon

ABovE: Minlaton High School’s 
Doorways2Construction students at the  
Hickory Developments Baju H20 site at  
Henley Beach. Photograph: Simon Stanbury

A leader in VeT in Schools
Doorways2Construction (D2C) and D2C plus 
have over 1000 enrolments in the 2011 school 
year. It started as a pilot program in 2000 in 
direct response to the construction industry 
need to encourage young people to consider 
building and construction as a career option 
and overcome negative sentiment among 
school students, teachers and parents about 
opportunities in the construction industry. 

The program aims to improve recruitment 
into the industry and retention through 
promoting identifiable career pathways and 
create a positive image of the building and 
construction industry. In 11 years those 
objectives have been realised better than 
might have been imagined at the time.

D2C is a general introduction to the industry for 
students, built around completion of a Certificate 
I in General Construction and structured work 
placement, contextual learning emphasising 
practical hands-on experience in a workplace 

setting. Its delivery focus is Year 11, with a 
seamless pathway into Year 12 and D2C plus. 
It provides a solid foundation of skill, knowledge 
and experience, which articulates into a range 
of vocational training courses and is the 
gateway for many varied career pathways.

Aims of D2C

¡		Create more awareness of building and 

construction among young people

¡		expose participants to industry expectations 

focussing on safety, punctuality, teamwork, 

commitment to deadlines and work standards

¡		provide students with accurate 

information about career opportunities 

and the tools necessary to successfully 

seek work in the industry

¡		Develop basic skills that students 
can take into the industry

¡		Develop and foster a work ready attitude
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overview of 2010 -11
¡		A second group commenced the all-girls 

program at pasadena High School and the 
first female D2C teacher started with a group 
of students at naracoorte High School.

¡		Sequestered time at Brukunga CFS was an 
outstanding success for the girls program. 
Registered Builder, Rose Squire as mentor, 
proved to be an excellent choice.

¡		new styled personal protective equipment 
has been distributed to all programs.

¡		Introduction of 5 new Civil programs based 
on RII09 following the endorsement of 
D2C civil program by Civil Contractors 
Federation (CCF) and the SACe Board. 
programs commenced at Mount Carmel 
College, Mark oliphant College, Yankalilla 
Area School, parndarna Area School 
and peterborough High School. 

¡		Teachers agreed to Certificate II Construction 
pathways as the minimum qualification 
benchmark for delivery of D2C in schools.

¡		new learning Resources for Certificate 
I have been developed and delivered to 
all D2C schools. Certificate II resources 
are in the process of development.

¡		opening of six of the Commonwealth 
funded Trade Training Centres 
over the latter part of 2011.

¡		plans to introduce a Year 10 component 
for Construction in everyday life or 
Home and property Maintenance to 
induct the potential cohort for D2C.

¡		CITB presented a structured Certificate II 
Construction pathway to SACe Board.

¡		Final stages of work on D2C plumbing, 
has been scoped in partnership with 
plumbing Industry Association (pIA) and 
Regency plumbing School. pilot programs 
are planned for 5 schools in 2012. 

Schools are selected on their capacity to 
deliver through their Trade Training Centres 
and teachers are currently undertaking 
appropriate training with RTos to deliver 
some of the units in this program.

looking Forward
¡		The 2012 school year will see program 

growth on hold whilst the industry is in 
contraction. opportunity for program 
reflection and consolidation will be utilised.

¡		The new SACe is fully operational and 
students are the beneficiaries of construction 
program that can potentially award them 
over 100 Credits toward the SACe of 
200 credits, an excellent outcome.

¡		The number of work placements required 
is well over 4000 in the next year alone 
and with industry contraction CITB is 
planning a marketing campaign to focus 
on short term industry placements.

¡		The CITB, through the Construction 
Curriculum Manager (DeCS), is 
developing a teacher manual to 
support the implementation of a D2C 
program in a VeT-in-schools setting.

¡		Civil Train continue to be very supportive with 
our development of current Civil programs 
and have cited Christies Beach High 
School as an exemplar of good practice.

¡		At this point in time there is no evidence 
that any D2C Teacher is about to retire. 
Quite the opposite in fact, the program 
continues to provide challenge, interest 
and energy to our teaching fraternity. 

¡		CITB is working closely with DeCS and 
the SACe Board to ensure that the 
integrity of the VeT system and D2C is 
not adversely impacted as an unintended 
consequence of DeCS policy formation. 

each industry sector has differing needs 
as evidenced by the variation in content of 
the qualifications across industry sectors. 
It does not lend itself to a one-size fits 
all school-based delivery system.

Conclusion
VeT and in particular D2C is providing far more 
than the sum of its parts. Those parents that find 
a moment to call, tell the same story, the lost is 
found, the disengaged engaged and the program 
(and the teacher) provides the structure, practical 
learning, discipline and meaning to students 
otherwise struggling to make sense of their 
time in school. These students appear to make 
amazing transformations and become better 
students in other subjects and better citizens of 
their schools. However, while it is the struggling 
student who benefits most from the program, 
there is evidence that high academic achievers 
are accessing the program as a career pathway.

RTos responsible for delivery 
report exceptional skills and 
behaviours from students and 
confirm continued involvement with 
D2C. principals of ‘D2C schools’ 
enthusiastically showcase their 
D2C VeT program to visitors while 
school communities change their 
perceptions of young people’s 
capabilities.
For CITB and DeCS, this is the positive feedback 
needed to continue to improve the program, 
offer further resources, support, advice and plan 
a long-term future for skilled and intelligent 
young people in the construction industry.

SCHoolS ARe 
SeleCTeD on THeIR 
CApACITY To DelIVeR 
THRouGH THeIR TRADe 
TRAInInG CenTReS

Doorways2Construction

Above: A trainee at the Construction Industry 
Training Centre at Regency park undertaking 
training in load shifting lifting equipment.  
Photograph: Bridgehead Australia
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chart M shows the destinations of D2c 
participants in the 2010 cohort. over 
the eleven years of the program, the 
number of students enrolled in D2c 
programs has continued to grow. our 
records indicate that 5112 students have 
taken part in the program since 2001.

Increased interest in the program reflects 
a growing recognition by students, 
parents and teachers that construction 
is an attractive, stimulating and 
potentially rewarding career option.

In 2010 a study was conducted of past 
D2C student records correlated with CITB 
training activity data. The study revealed 
that some 60% of former D2C students 
had gone on to undertake CITB supported 
training as employees in the industry. This 
is an outstanding result by any measure.

It is the view of the CITB that the program 
is nearing its practical limit, in terms 
of both management of the program 
and industry’s capacity to meet the 
employment expectations of participants.

There is an ongoing challenge in the provision 
of appropriately qualified teachers and trainers 
to support the delivery of quality training within 
the D2C program. CITB is working with DFeeST 
to try to ensure a seamless integration with 
the Skills for All SACE Training Guarantee 
framework to be introduced from July 2011.

cHART M: DooRWAYS2ConSTRuCTIon STuDenT DeSTInATIonS 2010 SCHool YeAR 
(708 ConFIRMeD enRolMenTS, WITH 451 DeSTInATIonS knoWn, 257 unknoWn*)

other employment – 21

Carpentry – 30
Another industry – 39

electrical – 50

D2C plus – 98

plumbing – 13

Bricklaying – 12

Construction pre-
vocational – 11

other – 25

Still at school, not in 
program – 152

SoURcE: CITB internal data

Cabinet making – 6

plastering – 6

School-based apprenticeship – 5

painting – 3

Roof plumbing – 2

Wall & floor tiling – 2

Glazing – 1

*BREAkDoWn oF UnknoWn

School – destination not indicated 73

School – seeking employment 13

School – destination survey not returned 115

peeR – destination not indicated 56

Total  257

BEloW: Since completing the  
Doorways2Construction program  
at pasadena High School,  
Brendan White has commenced  
an apprenticeship in carpentry.

CITB is working to improve industry 
engagement with the program through 
the provision of work placement as part 
of the D2C training framework. 

D2C plus has grown strongly, having been 
fully incorporated in Stage 2 of the South 
Australian Certificate of Education (SACE). 
D2C plus graduates have a head start in 
their apprentice training, making them more 
attractive to an employer and productive 
from the day they start full-time work.
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Research, evaluation and Skills Development

under the Act, the Board is required to conduct 
or commission research to help in decision 
making, policy formulation and advisory 
functions. Much of this research is integral to 
the development of the ATp which involves 
a structured process of consultation and 
feedback. The ATp is submitted for Ministerial 
endorsement by the end of May each year.

The research undertaken includes quantitative 
and qualitative data collection to monitor 
construction industry trends, including collation 
and analysis of data from sources such as the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics and nCVeR, 
and face to face consultation with people 
in the building and construction industry.

The research team commissioned several 
projects as part of the evaluation of programs 
funded by CITB. These projects included the 
annual survey of past participants of CITB 
funded training to obtain direct feedback from 
course participants on the quality, effectiveness 
and relevance of the training funded by CITB, 
and to assess the medium term benefits of 
CITB funded training to course participants 
and their organisations. The evaluation of 
Doorways2Construction (D2C) and School-
Based Apprenticeships (SBAs) rated D2C as 
current and highly effective in the training of 
young people interested in construction as a 

career. Data indicated a growing interest and 
confidence in SBAs as a pathway for training 
and careers in building and construction.

The CITB Awareness Survey has been 
conducted annually until this year. The obvious 
success of CITB’s campaign on apprenticeship 
support, particularly with direct indenture 
arrangements, led to CITB deciding not 
to conduct the survey this year, it being a 
consideration in a fiscally constrained year.

The data from the survey of past participants 
of CITB funding is used for performance 
measures reported in the ATp and the 
Annual Report. key findings include:

¡		83% of trainees judged their training 
course to be worthwhile

¡		86% of trainees are aware that the 
course is subsidised by CITB

¡		87% of trainees apply the skills and 
knowledge gained in their current job

¡		44% of trainees had visited the 
website in the past year

An action plan was developed to address 
barriers to employment for Indigenous 
people in the construction industry and 
commenced in 2010 -11. The Board 
allocated funding for the project as part 
of an innovative suite of programs.

During the year the research team concluded 
its key role in the continuing development of 
the Training & levy Administration System 
(TAlAS). This system became fully operational 
and stable and is an important source of 
data f or ongoing research and evaluation.

Workforce Development – Construction Industry 
Skills Board

The role of the ISB was performed by CITB 
under administrative arrangements with the 
DFeeST for the financial year. The ISB is 
one of nine across South Australia covering 
a range of industries which align with a 
similar structure implemented at a national 
level around 11 Industry Skills Councils.

As with other ISBs, the Construction ISB received 
$200 000 this year to perform workforce 
development functions prescribed in a funding 
deed with DFeeST. To the extent that objectives 
were shared with CITB, the ISB function 
was able to achieve far more than would 
otherwise be possible within allocated funds. 

During the year the research and evaluation 
team function was reviewed and the research 
and evaluation function subsumed under the 
term ‘research’ and ‘skills development’ was 
added to more accurately reflect the roles. 

ReSeARCH AnD eVAluATIon

Research and evaluation

ABovE: Hindmarsh cranes  
working on the SAHMIRI site,  
north Terrace, Adelaide
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A review of the ISB function was commenced 
by DFeeST and early in this process the funding 
deed with Construction ISB was terminated 
by the Minister to take effect from 30 June 
2011. The Board determined to continue the 
function as prescribed in the Act and renamed 
it to Construction Industry Advisory Body (IAB).

The objectives of the ISB during 
the 2010 -11 year were to:

1.  provide robust and substantiated advice on 
industry skills and workforce development 
priorities that enable Government and 
Training and Skills Commission to 
perform their functions under the Training 
and Skills Development Act 2008

2.  ensure that national training packages 
have relevance to South Australian 
industries and workforces

3.  Increase the number of employers 
investing in high performing 
workplace practices through:

  ¡		encouraging employer uptake of high 
performing workplace practices

 ¡		 promoting the benefits of 
education and training 

 ¡		 Brokering and implementing workforce 
development programs with organisations

Construction ISB activities conducted 
during 2010 -11 included:

1.  The Heritage/Artisan Support program 
continued with a course in Timber Framing 
at Monarto Zoo for 10 participants and four 
stonemasonry courses being run at Monarto 
Zoo, penola, Bimbowrie and Innes national 
park. The courses were run by Heritage 
Stone Restorations and taught 52 participants 
theoretical and practical aspects of traditional 
stonemasonry. There was also a course run 
in Fibrous plastering as part of the series to 
support and promote rare trades. 

2.  The Migrant Support program was developed 
as a special initiative to assist skilled migrants 
to access training relevant to licensing 
requirements so they can transition into the 
South Australian construction industry. During 
the year the program transitioned to be part 
of the CITB mainstream training programs.

3.  Building Information Modelling or BIM, is an 
integrated design/construction/management 
tool based on 3D computer modelling of 
any built structure. CITB is working with 
industry to provide programs to enable all 
levels to take advantage of this technology. 
The first course being developed is designed 
for subcontractors to get started.

4.  A series of Green painters courses 
have been run and the program 
moved from being a special initiative 
into mainstream arrangements.

5.  CITB’s web-based reporting tool, the Ten 
percent Wizard, streamlined reporting 
obligations and enabled contractors to 
monitor their 10% training obligation as they 
progressed through and finalised the BeR 
(Building education Revolution) contracts. The 
Wizard assisted compliance and monitoring. 
This policy increased the investment 
that contractors made in training. CITB’s 
involvement in the implementation of this 
policy increased engagement with industry 
stakeholders and led to improvements in the 
integrity of CITB data. Most projects closed 
as contractors finalised their paperwork 
with DTeI. of the projects closed, 85% 
of the contractors met their 10% training 
obligation. Since the conclusion of the BeR 
projects,  CITB has worked with contractors 
to clone the Ten percent Wizard and adapt 
it for use with the THeISS Seaford Rail link 
project. DTeI expressed interest in the Wizard 
being redeveloped to cater for the new 15% 
reporting function. 

6.  Continuation of consultation with industry 
stakeholders to negotiate improvements 
to the Training package covering general 
construction and plumbing, CpC08 
and the Training package covering civil 
construction, RII09. The ISB was involved 
in stakeholder engagement for continuous 
improvement of CpC08 as developed by 
the Construction and property Services 
Industry Skills Council (CpSISC). The ISB 
played a key role in the coordination 
of input from all construction industry 
advisory bodies across Australia. CITB was 
also involved in RII09 and the continuous 
improvement process by SkillsDMC and 
continued to sit on the committee.

7.  participated in various committees 
overseeing the skills requirements for 
projects such as the rollout of the national 
Broadband network, development of 
training materials relevant to green skills 
in the construction industry and new 
SACe arrangements for schools. 

  In the course of calling for nominations 
for membership of advisory committees, 
the Advisory Committees policies 
were reviewed and reframed into 
one document and the Board:

 ¡		increased membership of the	
Housing, Commercial, Civil and 
Specialist Committees to 10

 ¡		expanded the association base and 
invited previously unrepresented 
associations to nominate, and

 ¡		expanded the number of industry 
practitioners on each committee.

  There has been a refinement of 
construction industry data collection made 
possible by the change from ASCo to 
AnZSCo codes as used by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics (ABS). CITB has 
adopted a 6 digit standard for precise 
identification of industry participants.

RIGHT: The facilities at the Construction Industry  
Training Centre in Regency park provide sufficient 
space for participants to train in scaffolding to 
advanced levels in a simulated workplace environment  
Photograph: Bridgehead Australia

 pRoVIDe RoBuST AnD 
SuBSTAnTIATeD ADVICe 
on InDuSTRY SkIllS 
AnD WoRkFoRCe 
DeVelopMenT 
pRIoRITIeS
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objectives
¡	To monitor the performance of the Fund

¡		To ensure the Board and the Fund are 
administered in accordance with the 
Act and other relevant legislation

¡		To ensure compliance with the 
requirements to pay the levy

¡	To maximise the effective use of the Fund

¡	To maximise the efficiency of administration

¡		To provide good governance and 
financial stewardship to the Board

Strategies
¡		Continued refinement of internal 

administrative procedures

¡		Improve compliance rates through the 
appointment of a compliance investigator, 
frequent auditing and use of web based 
technologies to monitor industry activity

¡		The enhancement and consolidation of IT 
systems and processes to improve service 
delivery to levy payers and funding recipients

outcomes
¡		Compliance by the industry to 

the satisfaction of the Board

¡		effective use of the fund to support 
training in the industry

¡		unqualified audit opinion by Auditor General

¡		Total cost of this program not to 
exceed 11% of total expenditure

Implementation
The Ceo is responsible for maximising 
compliance with the Act and for 
effective use of the Fund.

A compliance management program is in 
place to ensure collection of levies is in 
accordance with the requirements of the Act. 
The continued appointment of a compliance 
investigator has continued to reap benefits 
in terms of compliance rates. This contract 
has been extended as it continues to be 
a particularly cost-effective strategy and 
adds significant value to the Board.

Regular monitoring of the effectiveness of 
CITB funded training programs is conducted, 
and funding is linked to specified conditions of 
eligibility and attainment of training standards. 
Internal policies and procedures are regularly 
assessed for their currency and efficiency to 
ensure the most effective use of CITB funds.

eligibility of workers has been more closely 
scrutinised particularly with respect to 
companies in the mining sector. Because the 
CITF levy does not apply to mining operations, 
workers engaged in such work are not deemed 
to meet the eligibility criteria. The same principle 
is applied to interstate workers working on 
short term contracts in South Australia as 
they do not meet the eligibility criteria.

A strong focus has been provided on IT systems 
to improve the efficiency of levy collections 
and the delivery of funding to the industry. 
This has enabled the Board to accumulate a 
raft of industry information and dynamically 
respond in the appropriate areas. Work is 
ongoing to reference and integrate with external 
information systems to validate information 
and collaborate with other organisations.

Regular reports in relation to compliance, 
funded training outcomes and internal 
policies and procedures are provided to the 
Board. Systematic review and update of 
policies is conducted throughout the year.

A risk assessment has been conducted 
under the oversight of the Finance and 
Audit Committee. The Risk Management 
plan has been updated and regular risk 
reviews are undertaken by management.

performance outcomes 2010 -11
Quarterly reports are provided to the Board and 
the sectors on the actual/budget progress.

The Board receives monthly reports 
analysing the financial performance of the 
Fund, including trend analysis of collections 
and funding expenditure against the 
Board’s budget targets. This information 
is communicated to stakeholders through 
scheduled sector committee meetings.

The Board has an annual compliance 
program by two separate external audit firms, 
which involves the auditing of a number of 
significant projects to ensure that the CITF 
levy paid is in accordance with the Act. 

Board officers monitor all completed 
projects with a project value in excess 
of $200 000 to ascertain if a refund is 
due to the project owner or if the project 
owner owes an additional levy amount. 

These activities result in adjustments in the form 
of refunds or the collection of additional levies 
depending on whether the project completes 
either over or under the original estimate.

new Collection Agent Agreements for 
the 2010 -11 year were signed up with 
50 participating councils. High volume 
collection councils remit their levy forms 
and payments monthly which has improved 
internal administration and cash flow.

As required under the Act the financial 
statements of the Board have been audited 
by the Auditor-General of South Australia. The 
auditor’s unqualified audit opinion is included 
with the 2010 -11 financial statements.

Total cost of the finance and administration 
of CITB business operations is not to 
exceed 11% of total expenditure. 

The total cost of this program for the 
2010 -11 financial year was $1.56M, or 
6.9% of actual expenditure ($22.70M). 

GoVeRnAnCe, FInAnCe 
AnD ADMInISTRATIon
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cHART o: BuDGeT V ACTuAl expenDITuRe oTHeR pRoGRAMS 2010 -11
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chart n shows that in 2010 -11, 
current Worker activity underachieved 
against budget by a factor of 5.6%, 
whereas Apprentice and Trainee 
Support overachieved by 16.8% as a 
direct result of the sharp increase in 
the number of apprentices/employers 
claiming cITB support. (See chart k)

once again the current Worker budget 
included provision for mandated training for 
roof trusses and safe working at heights. 
As was the case last year, the legislative 
framework to give effect to the mandates 
for this training is yet to be resolved, so the 
anticipated demand did not eventuate.

chart n also indicates that the Apprentice 
and Trainee Support performance reflects 
a significant change from 2009 -10 
with increased coverage of more direct 
indentured employers who are claiming 
more of their total entitlement. 

chart o shows expenditure on programs 
other than those accounted for by the 
Apprentice and Trainee Support and the 
current Worker programs. Expenditure 
on these minor elements of cITB activity 
totalled $3.01M against a budget of $3.27M. 
This represents a positive variation of 8.0%. 
Some of this total was offset by the Industry 
Skills Board grant. The Funding Deed 
supporting this grant was withdrawn by the 
Minister with effect from 30 June 2011.

ABovE: new house construction
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charts P1 and P2 are measures of 
administrative work volume rather than 
measures of external construction or training 
activity. For example, the levy transaction 
count includes levy collections as well as 
refunds, revisions and other adjustments.

chart P2 shows that in 2010-2011 there was 
an increase in training payment transactions. 
This includes group training scheme monthly 
on-job payments which over the 
course of the year total some 21 600 
separate transactions. A further 8740 
represent other Apprentice and Trainee 
Support claims and the balance comprises 
30 146 current Worker transactions.

chart Q shows the proportion of total 
administrative expense as a proportion of 
total expenditure. This metric was selected 
in the early years of cITB operation. over 
time it has proven to be a less robust 
measure of administrative efficacy than 
originally intended due to the magnitude of 
the increase of cITB operations over time.

Given the fine-grain resolution of the 
data now available through TAlAS, 
cITB will undertake a review in order 
to refine the administrative metrics.

cHART P1: CITB leVY TRAnSACTIonS
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cHART P2: CITB TRAInInG pAYMenT TRAnSACTIonS
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ABovE: SAHMRI site,  
north Terrace, Adelaide 
Builder: Hindmarsh
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The Board utilises two key Board Committees.

The Training policy Committee (TpC), 
comprising Board members, develops policies 
associated with the use of CITB resources 
in order to optimise the outcomes required 
to support Board training objectives.

The Finance and Audit Committee, also 
comprising Board members, deals with revenue 
items, accountability, compliance management 
and reporting. It makes recommendations to 
the Board in respect of policies governing the 
collection of revenue, prudential management 
of the Fund and global allocation of resources.

The input of industry is critical to the quality of 
CITB decision making and this is reflected in the 
advisory committee structure. Sector committees 
comprising representatives of the housing, 
commercial and civil sector are designated 
in the Act. While not prescribed in the Act, 
the Specialist Services Committee (including 
mechanical contractors, plumbing, electrical 
representatives) is convened along with the 
other committees to ensure effective coverage 
across the construction industry. Input from the 
sector committees is collated and considered 
by the Joint Sector Advisory Committee 
(JSAC) comprising two representatives from 

BoARD CoMMITTee STRuCTuRe

BoARD

TRAInInG PolIcy

REMUnERATIon

FInAncE & AUDIT

EnTRy lEvEl TRAInInG 
REFEREncE coMMITTEE

JoInT SEcToR  
ADvISoRy coMMITTEE

WoRkInG PARTIES 
AS REQUIRED

HoUSInG coMMERcIAl cIvIl SPEcIAlIST SERvIcES

As at 30 June 2011

each sector committee. Board members are 
specifically precluded from providing industry 
representation on these committees, although 
each committee is chaired by a Board member. 

The entry level Training Reference Committee 
(elTRC) comprises representatives from 
employer and employee bodies, each of 
the industry sectors, RTos, GTos and the 

education sector, and makes recommendations 
to the Board regarding policy issues to 
enhance training to new entrants, with 
direct oversight of D2C and D2C plus. 

Both the elTRC and the JSAC make 
recommendations to the TpC which 
effectively shapes the policy framework and 
other key decisions made by the Board. 
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CITB STAFFInG STRuCTuRe 

CHIeF exeCuTIVe oFFICeR
STEvE lARkInS

MAnAGeR 
ReSeARCH & SkIllS 

DeVelopMenT
JUlIE kERnIck

MAnAGeR BuSIneSS 
& SYSTeMS 

ADAM WARcHol

(MATeRnITY leAVe) 
TRAcEy MooRE

ACCounTAnT 
PETER DoylE

JAVA DeVelopMenT  
AnAlYST 

ElAnGo PERUMAl

ReSeARCH & SkIllS 
DeVelopMenT  

pRoJeCT oFFIeCR
STEPHEn SEcoMB

FIelD SupeRVISoR 
MARk GoSDEn

FIelD SupeRVISoR 
ABoRIGInAl  

WoRkFoRCe InITIATIVe 
GRAHAM RoWE

pRoJeCT oFFICeR 
WIll AllEn

pRoGRAM MAnAGeR 
ConSTRuCTIon SkIllS  

D2C CITB DeCS
STEvE BIRnIE

pRoGRAM SuppoRT
BEv GREGoRy

MAnAGeR TRAInInG  
lEn WARREn

TRAInInG pRoGRAMS 
CooRDInAToR 

lISA FAGAn

pA/exeCuTIVe ASSISTAnT 
nolA SPEER

ID CAll CenTRe 
JEnnA UnDERWooD

CuRRenT WoRkeR  
ClAIMS oFFICeR 
kIRSTy RISMonDo

TeMpS  
AS ReQuIReD

FInAnCe oFFICeR 
 (pT) 

REBEccA PoPE

enTRY leVel  
ClAIMS oFFICeR 

JUlIEAnnE yEoWARD

CoMplIAnCe oFFICeR 
RUTH TEn BEnSEl

FInAnCe oFFICeR 
HElEn EnGlAnD

TRAInInG  
ASSISTAnT 

SARA SlATER

FInAnCe oFFICeR 
 (pT) 

cHERyl SkEWES

ConTRACToR 
GEoRGE HAMBoUR

ConTRACToR
MARk WIllIAMS

ReCepTIonIST 
HEATHER BURnS

As at 30 June 2011

lEFT: SAHMRI site, north Terrace, Adelaide

RIGHT: new house construction provided  
plenty of opportunity for both tradespeople  
and apprentices during 2009 – 2010
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Board Meetings
The Board of the CITB met on 9 
occasions during 2010 -11.

non-attendance by a Deputy may reflect 
the Board’s formal policy that requires 
a written apology from the Member and 
provision of a full briefing to their Deputy 
prior to the meeting. This policy operates to 
ensure the Board fulfils its responsibilities 
to the Deputy in preparing him or her 
for informed and effective involvement 
in the meeting. even though a Deputy is 
indicated as being eligible, he or she may 
not always be able to attend a meeting.

Regional Meetings
A regional meeting was held in october 
2010 at Mt Gambier in the South east. 
Regional visits serve two purposes. 
They allow Board members to become 
familiar with issues specific to the 
region being visited and acquaint local 
people who have an interest in the 
construction industry with CITB activities. 

Annual Training plan Approval
The CITB 2011 - 12 ATp was prepared in 
accordance with Section 32 of the Act and 
approval of that plan was given by the South 
Australian Minister for employment, Training 
and Further education on 7 July 2011.

Authorisations
Authorised officers are appointed in 
accordance with Section 33 of the Act. 
The Ceo, Steve larkins, Mark Williams 
of Mark Williams Risk Management pty 
ltd and Jim Gouskos of Moore Stephens,  
retained their appointments. The Manager, 
Business and Systems, Adam Warchol 
was appointed during the year, replacing 
Chief Financial officer, Jane Cooke’s 
position and appointment. Corey McGowan 
of H.l.B. Mann Judd (S.A.) pty. ltd.was 
appointed during the year, replacing the 
appointments Alan Bolaffi, of uHY Haines 

norton and Mark Clayton, of Clayton Rudall.

Delegations 
on 24 February 2011, the Board 
delegated authority to a Working party 
to develop the CITB strategy to address 
the DFeeST User Choice issue.

BoARD ATTEnDAncE REcoRD MEETInGS ElIGIBlE 
To ATTEnD

MEETInGS 
ATTEnDED

Mary Marsland 9 9

Rob Stewart 9 5

Deputy: Susan pavan 4 2

Martin o’Malley 9 4

Deputy: Christine Chevalier 5 2

Steve Hall 9 9

Deputy: Christopher Rankin (until 18/8/10) 0 0

Deputy: paul Worthington (from 28/10/10) 0 0

Susan Frazer 9 5

Deputy: Julie nemeth 4 4

nathan paine 9 4

Deputy: George Inglis 5 1

Christine Harrison 9 8

Deputy: Marcus d’Assumpcao 1 1

Judith Carr (until 28/4/11) 6 4

Deputy: Romana Wereszczak (until 28/4/11) 2 0

Sandra Jaffer 9 8

Deputy: Douglas Stevens 1 0

Douglas Buchanan 9 7

Deputy: Robert Donnelly 2 1

Gary Henderson 9 5

Deputy: kristen Rogers 4 2

CoRpoRATe GoVeRnAnCe

At the 24 February 2011 Board meeting, 
the Board delegated approval to the Training 
policy Committee for funding applications for 
Development and Innovation Funding which 
are between $50 001 and $100 000.

The Board delegated authority to management 
to amend the policy framework for Deputy 
attendance at subcommittee meetings at 
the Board meeting held on 26 May 2011.

At the Board meeting held on 23 June 
2011 the Board approved the Management 
request endorsed by the Finance and Audit 
Committee that the power to authorise 
scheduled payments of a levy be delegated 
to the Ceo according to a policy framework.

At the June 2011 Board meeting, the 
Accounting and Compliance policy: Authority 
to Incur expenditure was reviewed and the 
following delegations were revised as follows:

expenditure limits of items approved 
by the Board in the Annual Budget:

¡		The Ceo and CFo are authorised to incur 
capital expenditure individually up to $10 000 
or jointly for items greater than $10 000.

¡		The Ceo and CFo are authorised 
to incur operating expenditure 
individually up to $10 000 or jointly 
for items greater than $10 000.

¡		The Manager Research & Skills Development 
has the authority to incur operating 
expenditure with items in excess of $5000 
and up to $50 000 to be countersigned 
by either the Ceo or the CFo.

¡		The Manager Training programs has authority 
to incur operating expenditure with items in 
excess of $5000 and up to $50 000 to be 
countersigned by either the Ceo or the CFo.

Approval to incur operating expenditure of items 
approved by the Board in the Annual Budget:

¡		Field project Supervisors have the authority 
on general office items and items relating 
to their specific responsibilities up to 
a maximum of $2000 per event.

All delegations are monitored and 
recorded in a schedule. 
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Conflicts of Interest –  
Disclosure by Board Members
During the term of this report, a Register of 
Interests was maintained whereby members 
record in advance any interests which 
may conflict with those of CITB in certain 
circumstances. In general terms, the CITB 
policy framework is sufficiently robust as 
to ameliorate potential conflicts of interest. 
In the event a situation occurs that may 
entail a potential conflict of interest at a 
Board meeting, the Member is obliged to 
record that a conflict of interest exists and 
withdraw from further discussion and any 
vote that may be taken on the matter. 

no conflicts of interest were reported by 
Board Members during the 2010 -11 year.

planning Framework
The planning framework of CITB incorporates 
several internal systems including:

¡		Board Strategic planning Forum 
and the CITB Strategic plan

¡		Business planning and the ATp 
(endorsed by the Minister)

¡		Staff performance Management System

¡		Information Management/e-business 
systems and procedures

¡		A rolling review of policies and procedures

CITB Advisory Committees
under the provisions of the Act the building 
and construction industry is divided into three 
sectors representing civil, commercial, and 
housing construction. The Board of CITB forms 
sub-committees in each of these areas as well 
as a Specialist Services Committee. These 

committees meet approximately bi-monthly 
(or as required) and comprise an agreed 
membership of people within the relevant 
industry groups. A new system of sector 
committees been operating satisfactorily since a 
major review was undertaken during 2006 - 07  
and implemented in July 2007.

Statutory Authority Compliance 
Reporting Requirements

Overseas Travel
no overseas travel was funded 
by CITB in 2010 -11.

Contracts Exceeding $4M
CITB did not enter into any contracts in 
excess of $4M within the reporting period, or 
which extended beyond the Financial Year.

Staff Employment
CITB is tasked with administering the 
Construction Industry Training Fund Act, 1993. 
However it is not an agency or instrumentality 
of the Crown. CITB staff members are not 
public servants and are employed under 
either individual contracts or the terms of 
an entity-specific enterprise Agreement.

This does not include the Vocational 
education and learning officer which is 
a DeCS position seconded to CITB on 
terms established in a Memorandum of 

understanding, on a cost-share arrangement.

Bargaining Agreement
The enterprise Agreement is based on the Clerks 
(South Australia) Award  and from 1 January 
2010 the national employment Standards and 
private Sector Clerks Award (Commonwealth).

The CITB enterprise Agreement 2011 was 
negotiated and approved in accordance 
with s.54 of the Fair Work Act 2009 to 
take effect from 7 March 2011 and with 
a nominal expiry date of 31 December 
2014. It replaced the previous enterprise 
Agreement approved by the Industrial Relations 
Commission and confirmed in August 2008.

public Sector Management Act 
employment conditions do not apply 
to CITB staff and managers.

Financial Performance
The Auditor-General’s unqualified report 
on the Financial Statements of CITB 
is at page 43 of this document.

Fraud
no incidence of fraud was detected in 
CITB during 2010 -11. The Board’s Risk 
Management plan has been reviewed and 
updated and provides a framework for ongoing 
monitoring of potential fraud. A system of 
financial delegations and counter-signatories 

applies to all financial transactions.

Consultants
Consulting services are used primarily 
in augmenting the research capabilities 
of CITB. Details of consulting services 
engaged are provided in the notes 

to the Financial Statements. 

Freedom of Information
A Freedom of Information (FoI) statement 
is available on the CITB website. There 
were no FoI requests lodged with 
CITB during the reporting year.

ABovE: McMahon Services at the  
Harris Scarfe site, Grenfell Street, Adelaide.
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Board Committees 2010 -11 

Finance and Audit committee Training Policy committee

Steve Hall (Chair) Susan Frazer (Chair)
Christine Harrison  Gary Henderson 
Douglas Buchanan  Martin o’Malley
nathan paine  Rob Stewart
Sandra Jaffer  Vacant

Advisory Committees as at June 2011

name nominating Body/Group
JoInT SEcToR ADvISoRy coMMITTEE
Martin o’Malley (Chair) CITB

Vacant (Co-chair) CITB

Bernie Biggs Housing Sector Committee

Chris Rankin Specialist Committee

David Thompson Commercial Sector Committee

Harry ennis Commercial Sector Committee

Jason Wilder Specialist Committee

John Hutton Civil Sector Committee

Robert Harding Housing Sector Committee

Vacant Civil Sector Committee

cIvIl SEcToR coMMITTEE

Steven Hall (Chair) CITB

Douglas Buchanan (Co-chair) CITB

Darren Roberts  Construction Forestry Mining 
and energy union

Frank Mateos Australian Workers union

John Hutton Industry practitioner

Ray Thompson Industry practitioner

Sandy Semmens local Government Association

Stan Robb Association of Consulting engineers

Terry Wright Australian Asphalt pavement Association

Vacant  Civil Contractors Federation 
South Australia

coMMERcIAl SEcToR coMMITTEE

Sandra Jaffer (Chair) CITB

Christine Harrison (Co-chair) CITB

David Thompson Master Builders Association

George Fessas Industry practitioner

Harry ennis Construction, Forestry, Mining 
and energy union

John Bricher Building Industry Specialist 
Contractors Association

Michael Boyce Air conditioning & Mechanical 
Contractors Association

Rob Colangelo Industry practitioner 

Vacant property Council of Australia

name nominating Body/Group

HoUSInG SEcToR coMMITTEE

Vacant (Chair) CITB

Martin o’Malley (Co-chair) CITB

Aaron Cartledge Construction, Forestry, Mining 
and energy union

Andrew papp-Horvath Master painters Association

Bernie Biggs Building Industry Specialist Contractors 
Assoc. of South Australia

keith Jasper Master Builders Association

neil Jackson Industry practitioner

neil Scarce Industry practitioner

Robert Harding Housing Industry Association

SPEcIAlIST SERvIcES coMMITTEE

Gary Henderson (Chair) CITB

nathan paine (Co-chair) CITB

Andrew Clarke plumbing Industry Association

Chris Rankin Air conditioning and Mechanical 
Contractors Association

Jason Wilder Communications, electrical and 
plumbing union (electrical)

larry Moore national electrical Contractors Association

paul Gesti Industry practitioner

paul Schmidt Industry practitioner

Rick Castellan Building Industry Specialist 
Contractor’s Association

Vacant Communications, electrical and 
plumbing union (plumbing)

EnTRy lEvEl TRAInInG REFEREncE coMMITTEE

Robert Stewart (Chair) CITB

Vacant (Co-chair) CITB

Adam Turnbull Scott Salisbury Homes

Adele Broster SACe Board of South Australia

Christopher Rankin Air Conditioning and Mechanical 
Contractors Association

Graham Harris  Department of education and Children’s 
Services – Futures Connect

Michael Wakefield Trainee and Apprentice 
placement Service Inc

Mike Rundell Brimblecombe Builders p/l

paul klepczynski Torrens Valley TAFe

Tony Baulderstone Bardavcol p/l

Tony Curtis Trade Schools for the Future

Tullio Tagliaferri Tagara Group

Vacant employee Association

CoRpoRATe GoVeRnAnCe CoMMITTeeS 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

BuIlDInG A WoRlD 
ClASS FACIlITY... 
SCAFFolDInG IS 
eReCTeD AT THe 
SouTH AuSTRAlIAn 
HeAlTH AnD MeDICAl 
ReSeARCH FACIlITY 
(SAHMRI) SITe.
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CeRTIFICATe BY BoARD MeMBeRS, CHIeF exeCuTIVe oFFICeR  
AnD pRInCIpAl ACCounTInG oFFICeR
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AuDIToR-GeneRAl’S RepoRT on THe  
FInAnCIAl STATeMenTS oF THe CITB
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noTE 2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Income   

Revenue from industry levies   16,106   20,628 

Interest revenue   1,257   947 

Grant Income 4   160   294 

other Income 5   63   130 

Total Income    17,586   21,999 

Expenses  

Administration Expenses  

employee benefits costs 6   701   679 

Collection Agent fees   64   67 

Depreciation and amortisation 7   230   113 

occupancy   61   63 

Supplies and Services 8   506   465 

Total Administration Expenses    1,562   1,387 

Training Expenses  

employee benefits costs 6   651   635 

promotion   345   140 

Training Claims   19,261   15,369 

Depreciation and amortisation 7   213   106 

occupancy   57   59 

Training Delivery   241   180 

Research   55   108 

Total Training Expenses    20,823   16,597 

Grant Expenses  

employee benefits costs 6   188   159 

Depreciation and amortisation 7   61   26 

occupancy   16   15 

Supplies and Services 8   46   45 

Total Grant Expenses    311   245 

Total Expenses    22,696   18,229 

net Result  ( 5,110)   3,770 

Total comprehensive Result  ( 5,110)   3,770 
   

STATeMenT oF CoMpReHenSIVe InCoMe
FoR THe YeAR enDeD 30 June 2011
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STATeMenT oF FInAnCIAl poSITIon
FoR THe YeAR enDeD 30 June 2011

noTE 2011 2010

$,000 $,000

current Assets    

Cash and cash equivalents 11   815   4,982 

Receivables 12   841   748 

other financial assets 13   18,072   17,158 

Total current Assets    19,728   22,888 

non-current Assets  

property, plant and equipment 15   283   419 

Intangible assets 16   906   1,081 

Total non-current Assets    1,189   1,500 

Total Assets    20,917   24,388 

current liabilities  

payables 17   2,084   2,077 

employee Benefits 18   132   110 

provisions 19   1,569 -   

Total current liabilities    3,785   2,187 

non-current liabilities  

payables 17   13   7 

employee Benefits 18   81   46 

Total non-current liabilities    94   53 

Total liabilities    3,879   2,240 

net Assets    17,038   22,148 

Reserves   14,751   11,873 

Retained earnings   2,287   10,275 

Total Equity    17,038   22,148 

Unrecognised contractual commitments 21

contingent assets and liabilities 22
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 STRATEGIc RESERvE RETAInED EARnInGS ToTAl

$,000 $,000 $,000

Balance at 30 June 2009   8,719   9,659   18,378 

Total Comprehensive Result 2009-2010 -     3,770   3,770 

Transfer to Strategic Reserve   3,154 ( 3,154) -   

Balance at 30 June 2010   11,873   10,275   22,148 

Total Comprehensive Result 2010-2011 -   ( 5,110) ( 5,110) 

Transfer to Strategic Reserve   2,878 ( 2,878) -   

Balance at 30 June 2011   14,751   2,287   17,038 

   

STATeMenT oF CHAnGeS In eQuITY
FoR THe YeAR enDeD 30 June 2011
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STATeMenT oF CASH FloWS
FoR THe YeAR enDeD 30 June 2011

noTE 2011 2010

$,000 $,000

cash flows from operating Activities  

cash Inflows  

Receipts from Industry training levies   17,776   20,697 

Interest received   1,103   807 

GST recovered from the ATo   195   190 

other receipts   220   458 

cash generated from operations    19,294   22,152 

cash outflows  

employee benefit payments ( 1,483) ( 1,429) 

Training expenditure ( 19,627) ( 14,362) 

GST paid to the ATo ( 24) ( 45) 

other payments ( 1,220) ( 1,667) 

cash used in operations  ( 22,354) ( 17,503) 

net cash (used in)/provided by operating activities 23(b) ( 3,060)   4,649 

cash flows from Investing Activities  

cash Inflows  

proceeds from term deposits   62,713   61,458 

proceeds from sale of plant and equipment   57   48 

cash generated from investing activities    62,770   61,506 

cash outflows  

purchase of investments ( 63,627) ( 62,249) 

payment for plant and equipment ( 250) ( 617) 

Cash used in investing activities  ( 63,877) ( 62,866) 

net Cash (used in) Investing Activities  ( 1,107) ( 1,360) 

net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents ( 4,167)   3,289 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of financial year   4,982   1,693 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of financial year 23(a)   815   4,982 
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noTeS To AnD FoRMInG pART oF THe FInAnCIAl STATeMenTS
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1 oBJeCTIVeS oF THe CITB
The Construction Industry Training Board (Board) is established under 
the Construction Industry Training Fund Act 1993 (CITF Act).

The Board’s responsibilities include:

¡		management and administration of the Construction Industry Training 
Fund and the South Australian Industry Training Advisory Body;

¡		to act as a principal adviser to the Minister for employment, Training 
and Further education and the Minister for education, Science 
and Training for the Commonwealth on training related matters 
for the Building and Construction Industry in South Australia;

¡	preparation of training plans;

¡		co-ordination of training and review and evaluation 
of employment related training programs.

The Fund collects revenue by way of a levy of 0.25 percent of the 
value of building and construction work. This revenue is invested 
back into the industry in the form of expenditure on training.

2 SuMMARY oF SIGnIFICAnT ACCounTInG polICIeS

a) Basis of Accounting

The financial statements are general purpose financial statements. 
The accounts have been prepared in accordance with applicable 
Australian Accounting Standards (AASB) and Treasurer’s Instructions 
and Accounting policy Statements promulgated under the provisions 
of the public Finance and Audit Act, 1987 (pFAA), and the 
requirements of the Construction Industry Training Fund Act, 1993.

except for AASB 2009-12 which the Board has early-adopted, the Australian 
accounting standards and interpretations that have recently been issued or 
amended but are not yet effective, have not been adopted by the Board for 
the period ending 30 June 2011. The Board has assessed the impact of 
the new and amended standards, and interpretations and considers there 
will be no impact on the accounting policies or the financial statements.

The Construction Industry Training Board’s Statement of 
Comprehensive Income, Statement of Financial position, and 
Statement of Changes in equity have been prepared on an accrual 
basis and are in accordance with historical cost convention.

The Statement of Cash Flows has been prepared on a cash basis.

The financial statements have been prepared on a twelve month 
operating cycle and are presented in Australian currency.

b) comparative Figures

The presentation and classification of items in the financial statements are 
consistent with prior periods except where a specific Accounting policy 
Statement or Australian Accounting Standard have required a change.

c) Rounding

All amounts in the financial statements have been 
rounded to the nearest thousand dollars ($’000).

d) Taxation

The Board is exempt from Income Tax in terms of subsection 23(d) of 
the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936, as amended. The Board is liable 
for payroll Tax, Fringe Benefits Tax and Goods and Services Tax (GST).

Income, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of 
GST except where the amount of GST incurred by the Board as a 
purchaser is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation office. 
Receivables and payables are stated with the amount of GST included.

e) Income and Expenses
Income and expense are recognised in the Board’s 
Statement of Comprehensive Income when and only when 
it is probable the flow of economic benefit to or from the 
entity will occur and can be reliably measured.

Industry levies are recognised as income when the Board 
obtains control of the levies. Control is normally obtained 
upon their receipt by the Board or its collection agents.

Interest revenue is recognised as it accrues.

Grant monies for specific projects are recognised as revenue 
when the Board obtains control over the asset. Control over 
these revenues is normally obtained upon receipt.

Income from the disposal of non-current assets is recognised 
when control of the asset has passed to the buyer and is 
determined by comparing proceeds with carrying amount.

f) current and non-current classification
Assets and liabilities are characterised as current or non-current in nature. 
The Board has a clearly defined operating cycle of twelve months. Assets 
that are sold, consumed or realised as part of the normal operating cycle 
even when they are not expected to be realised within twelve months 
after the reporting date have been classified as current assets or current 
liabilities. All other assets and liabilities are classified as non-current.

Where asset and liability line items combine amounts expected to 
be realised within twelve months and more than twelve months, 
the Board has separately disclosed the amounts expected to 
be recovered or settled after more than twelve months.

g) cash and cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents recorded in the Statement of Cash 
Flows includes cash on hand, cash at bank and deposits 
held at call. Cash is measured at nominal value.

h) Receivables
Receivables in respect of accrued levy revenue and debtors 
are due for settlement within 30 days and are recorded at their 
recoverable amount. At the end of each reporting period the 
receivable balances are reviewed and a provision is raised in 
respect of any balance where recovery is considered doubtful.

Accrued levy income includes all amounts held 
by collection agents at balance date.

i) other Financial Assets
other Financial Assets comprise term deposits held to 
maturity for periods of one month and greater. The Board 
measures financial assets at historical cost.

Interest revenue is brought to account on an accrual basis.

j) non-current Asset Acquisition and Recognition
Assets are recorded at cost plus any incidental cost involved 
in the acquisition. The Board capitalises all non-current assets 
with a value of one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more.
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k) Impairment

All non-current tangible and intangible assets are tested for 
indication of impairment at each reporting date. Where there is 
an indication of impairment, the recoverable amount is estimated. 
An amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds the 
recoverable amount is recorded as an impairment loss.

Impairment is generally limited to where an asset’s depreciation is 
materially understated or where the replacement cost is falling.

l) Depreciation and Amortisation of non-current Assets

All non-current assets, having a limited useful life, are systematically 
depreciated/amortised over their useful lives in a manner that reflects 
the consumption of their service potential. Amortisation is used in 
relation to intangible assets such as software, while depreciation is 
applied to physical assets such as property, plant and equipment.

Depreciation and amortisation of non-current assets is calculated 
on a straight-line basis for each class of depreciable asset so as 
to write off the cost of the asset over its expected useful life.

The depreciation and amortisation rates used for each 
class of depreciable asset are set out as follows: -

¡  Furniture and fittings 20 percent

¡  Computer equipment 25 percent

¡  office machines 20 percent

¡  Motor vehicles 15 percent

¡  leasehold Improvements 35 percent

¡  Computer Software 25 percent

m) Payables

payables include creditors, accrued expenses and employment on-costs.

Creditors represent the amounts owing for goods and 
services received prior to the end of the reporting period 
that are unpaid at the end of the reporting period.

Accrued expenses represent goods and services provided by other parties 
during the period that are unpaid at the end of the reporting period and 
where an invoice has not been received at the end of the reporting period.

employment on-costs include superannuation contributions, payroll 
tax and workers compensation premiums with respect to outstanding 
liabilities for salaries and wages, long service leave and annual leave.

Training expenses are recognised as an expense in the 
financial year that the expense is incurred. The balance of 
training expenses incurred and not paid at the end of the 
financial year are included as Accrued Training expenses.

n) Employee Benefits

employee benefits comprise entitlements for salaries and wages, 
annual leave, sick leave and long service leave. provision has been 
made in the Financial Statements, where stated, for the Board’s 
liability for employee benefits arising from services rendered by 
employees to balance date. long-term employee benefits are 
measured at present value and short-term employee benefits are 
measured at nominal values. payroll tax, superannuation and workers’ 
compensation insurance premiums are classified as payables.

Salaries and Wages 
liability for salaries and wages are measured as the amount unpaid 
at reporting date at remuneration rates current at reporting date.

Annual Leave 
provision has been made for the unused component of annual leave at 
balance date. The provision has been calculated at nominal amounts based 
on projected salary rates. Related on-costs are reported as payables.

Sick Leave 
under an enterprise Bargaining Agreement taking effect from 7 
March 2011, employees who are party to the Agreement and have 
between 2 and 5 years of service are entitled to accrue a maximum 
of twenty five percent (25%) of their Sick leave entitlement, if 
they have more than 5 years of service they are entitle to accrue a 
maximum of thirty percent (30%) of their Sick leave entitlement.

Long Service Leave

In calculating long service leave entitlements the Board has used 
a benchmark of five years (previously five and a half years) as an 
approximation of the present value of expected future payments of the long 
service leave liability. The provision has increased by $9,000 as a result 
of this change in benchmark. Related on-costs are reported as payables.

Superannuation

The Board has contributed nine percent of the employees’ base 
salary into a prescribed superannuation fund. This amount 
represents the Board’s full liability for the year. The liability for 
superannuation is included in employment on-costs.

o) Remuneration of employees

In accordance with the revised Accounting policy Framework II 
General purpose Financial Statements Framework, the Board has 
changed its accounting policy and now discloses all employees 
who receive remuneration equal to or greater than the base 
executive remuneration level rather than all employees who receive 
remuneration equal to or greater than $100,000. The impact of this 
change in accounting policy is the number of employees disclosed 
has reduced by 1 for 2011 and reduced by 1 for 2010.

p) leases

The Board leases premises for its administrative and operating 
activities. The lease is classified as a non-cancellable operating lease 
and lease payments are included as expenditure in equal instalments 
over the accounting periods covered by the respective lease term.

q) Insurance

The Board has arranged through its brokers to insure all 
major risks of the Board. The excess payable under policies 
varies depending on each class of insurance held.

r) Strategic Reserve

The Board has provided for a reserve to address any strategic needs that 
may arise which the Board considers warrant an allocation of funds
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3 FInAnCIAl RISk  MAnAGeMenT
The Board is exposed to a variety of financial 
risks, credit risk and liquidity risk.

The Board has non-interest bearing assets (cash on hand 
and receivables) and liabilities (payables) and interest bearing 
assets (cash and cash equivalents and investments).

The Board has no significant concentration of credit risk.

Investments are in the form of term deposits 
with approved banking institutions.

In relation to liquidity/funding risk, the continued existence of the 
Board in its present form, is dependent on Government policy.

4 GRAnTS

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Industry Skills Board   160   205 

other SA Government Grants -     75 

other Research projects -     14 

Total   160   294 

5 oTHeR ReVenueS

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Sale of publications   64   116 

Sundry Revenue ( 1)   14 

Total   63   130 

6 eMploYee BeneFITS CoSTS

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Salaries and Wages   1,195   1,161 

Annual leave   85   79 

employment on-costs-superannuation   130   121 

employment on-costs-other   80   76 

Board Fees   50   36 

Total   1,540   1,473 

Remuneration of Employees 
The number of employees whose total remuneration was within the following bands:

2011 2010

 number of employees number of employees

$140,700-$150,699 -     1 

$160,700-$170,699   1 -  

Total 1   1 

The table includes all employees who received remuneration equal to or greater than the base executive remuneration level during 
the year. Remuneration of employees reflects all costs of employment including salaries and wages, superannuation contributions, 
fringe benefits tax and any salary sacrifice benefits. The total remuneration for these employees was $170,000 (144,000)

Remuneration of Directors

Total income received, or due and receivable during the financial year by Directors was $51,000 ($36,000). The number of Directors 
whose income from the entity falls within the following bands is nine. This income included superannuation $2,000 ($13,000)
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2011 2010

 number of Directors number of Directors

$0-$10,000 8 8

$10,001-$20,000 1 1

Total 9 9

7 DepReCIATIon AnD AMoRTISATIon
The aggregate amounts of depreciation expensed during the reporting period for each class of depreciable asset are as follows:

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Furniture and fittings   7   6 

Computer equipment   27   25 

Computer software   309   57 

office machines   8   6 

Motor vehicles   32   30 

leasehold improvements   121   121 

Total   504   245 

8 SupplIeS AnD SeRVICeS

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Telecommunication and IT expenses   157   124 

legal costs   11   18 

Insurances   19   16 

Consultancy and professional services   179   160 

General administration and consumables   163   158 

other   23   34 

Total   552   510 

9 TRAnSACTIonS WITH SouTH AuSTRAlIAn GoVeRnMenT
There have been no transactions with the South Australian Government greater than $100,000 other than the Industry Skills Board grant disclosed in note 4.

10 AuDIToR’S ReMuneRATIon

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Audit fees paid to the Auditor-General's Department   34   33 

no other services were provided by the Auditor-General.

11 CASH AnD CASH eQuIVAlenTS

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Cash at bank   299   383 

Bank Deposits at Call   516   4,599 

Total   815   4,982 

The cash at bank and deposit at call are interest bearing at average rates at 30 June 2011 4.33% (3.46%)
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12 ReCeIVABleS
The aggregate amounts of depreciation expensed during the reporting period for each class of depreciable asset are as follows:

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

current  

Accrued levy revenue   123   114 

Accrued interest   360   206 

Trade debtors   303   413 

less allowance for doubtful debts ( 16) ( 28) 

Sundry debtors   12   4 

prepayments   31   21 

GST receivables   28   18 

Total current Receivables   841   748 

Interest Rate and credit Risk

Receivables are raised for all levies, goods and services, for which payment has not been received. Receivables are normally settled 
within 30 days. Trade receivables, prepayments and accrued revenues are non-interest bearing. other than recognised in the 
provision for doubtful debts, it is not anticipated that counterparties will fail to discharge their obligations. The carrying amount of 
receivables approximates net fair value due to being received on demand. In addition, there is no concentration of risk.

Movements in the allowance for doubtful debts (impairment loss)

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Carrying amount at the beginning of the period   28   53 

Increase/(decrease) in the provision ( 12)   3 

Amounts written off -   ( 28) 

carrying amount at the end of the period   16   28 

Bad and doubtful debts

The Board has recognised a bad and doubtful debts expense of -$12,000, ($3,000) in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.

13 oTHeR FInAnCIAl ASSeTS
The investments of the Board at balance date comprise:

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

current Investments  

Westpac Term Deposits   6,756   6,361 

national Australia Bank Term Deposits   5,291   4,982 

AnZ Fixed Term Deposit   5,967   5,759 

AnZ V2 plus   58   56 

Total current Investments   18,072   17,158 

The deposits are held to maturity and have a weighted average interest rate of 6.19% (6.18%). The carrying amount is equal to the net fair value.
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14 MATuRITY AnAlYSIS oF FInAnCIAl ASSeTS
The investments of the Board at balance date comprise:

2011 cARRyInG AMoUnT < 1 yEAR 1-5 yEARS >5 yEARS

 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000

Financial Assets

Cash and Cash equivalent   815   815 -   -   

Receivables (1)   403   403 -   -   

other Financial Assets   18,072   18,072 -   -   

Total Financial Assets   19,290   19,290 -   -   

2010 cARRyInG AMoUnT < 1 yEAR 1-5 yEARS >5 yEARS

 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000

Financial Assets

Cash and Cash equivalent   4,982   4,982 -   -   

Receivables (1)   231   231 -   -   

other Financial Assets   17,158   17,158 -   -   

Total Financial Assets   22,371   22,371 -   -   

(1) Receivables amounts disclosed here exclude amounts relating to statutory receivables.

15 pRopeRTY, plAnT AnD eQuIpMenT
a) Property, plant and equipment

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Furniture and fittings at cost   42   39 

less: Accumulated depreciation ( 24) ( 17) 

   18   22 

office machines at cost   58   58 

less: Accumulated depreciation ( 31) ( 23) 

   27   35 

Computer equipment at cost   157   234 

less: Accumulated depreciation ( 115) ( 172) 

   42   62 

Motor vehicles at cost   214   199 

less: Accumulated depreciation ( 33) ( 35) 

   181   164 

leasehold improvements   384   384 

less: Accumulated depreciation ( 369) ( 248) 

   15   136 

Total Property, Plant and Equipment   283   419 
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b) Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment 
The following table shows the movement of plant and equipment during the current reporting period.

 FURnITURE 
& FITTInGS

oFFIcE 
MAcHInES

coMPUTER 
EQUIPMEnT

MoToR 
vEHIclES

lEASEHolD 
IMPRovEMEnTS

ToTAl  
2011

 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000

Gross Value at 1 July 2010   39   58   234   199   384   914 

plus: purchase of assets   3 -     8   105 -     116 

less: Disposal of assets -   -   ( 85) ( 90) -   ( 175) 

Gross value as at 30 June 2011   42   58   157   214   384   855 

Accumulated depreciation at 1 July 2010   17   23   172   35   248   495 

Depreciation charge for the year   7   8   27   32   121   195 

less depreciation on disposal -   -   ( 84) ( 34) -   ( 118) 

Accumulated depreciation at 30 June 2011   24   31   115   33   369   572 

net book value as at 30 June 2011   18   27   42   181   15   283 

The following table shows the movement of plant and equipment during the reporting period ended 30 June 2010.

 FURnITURE 
& FITTInGS

oFFIcE 
MAcHInES

coMPUTER 
EQUIPMEnT

MoToR 
vEHIclES

lEASEHolD 
IMPRovEMEnTS

ToTAl  
2010

 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000

Gross Value at 1 July 2009   39   32   220   190   364   845 

plus: purchase of assets -     38   20   80   20   158 

less: Disposal of assets -   ( 12) ( 6) ( 71) -   ( 89) 

Gross value as at 30 June 2010   39   58   234   199   384   914 

Accumulated depreciation at 1 July 2009   11   29   152   30   127   349 

Depreciation charge for the year   6   6   25   30   121   188 

less depreciation on disposal -   ( 12) ( 5) ( 25) -   ( 42) 

Accumulated depreciation at 30 June 2010   17   23   172   35   248   495 

net book value as at 30 June 2010   22   35   62   164   136   419 

16 InTAnGIBle ASSeTS
a) Intangible Assets:

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Computer software   1,689   1,555 

less: Accumulated amortisation ( 783) ( 474) 

Total Computer software   906   1,081 

Work in progress Computer system development -   -   

Total Work in progress Computer system development -   -   

Total Intangible Assets   906   1,081 

noTeS To AnD FoRMInG pART oF THe FInAnCIAl STATeMenTS
FoR THe YeAR enDeD 30 June 2011
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b) Reconciliation of Intangible Assets: 
The following table shows the movement of intangible assets during the current reporting period.

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Computer Software   

Gross Value at 1 July   1,555   454 

plus purchases   134   14 

Transfer from WIp -     1,087 

Gross value at 30 June   1,689   1,555 

Accumulated amortisation at 1 July   474   417 

Amortisation charge for the year   309   57 

Accumulated amortisation at 30 June   783   474 

net book value as at 30 June   906   1,081 

Work in Progress   

Gross Value at 1 July -     643 

plus: purchases -     444 

less: Transferred to Intangible Assets -   ( 1,087) 

Gross value at 30 June -   -   

Total net book value as at June   906   1,081 

17 pAYABleS

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

current:

Trade Creditors   154   86 

other Creditors   319   29 

Accrued expenses   107   94 

Accrued training expenses   1,483   1,850 

employment on-costs   21   18 

Total current   2,084   2,077 

non current:  

employment on-costs   13   7 

Total non current   13   7 

Interest Rate and credit Risk

Creditors and accruals are raised for all amounts billed but not paid. Sundry creditors are normally settled within 30 days. 
employment on-costs are settled when the respective employee benefits that they relate are discharged. All payable are non-interest 
bearing. The carrying amount of payables approximates net fair value due to the amounts being payable on demand.
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18 eMploYee BeneFITS

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

current:  

Annual leave   83   78 

Sick leave provision   31   20 

Accrued Salaries and Wages   18   12 

   132   110 

non current  

long Service leave   81   46 

   81   46 

The aggregate employee benefits and oncost liability recognised 
and included in the financial statements is as follows:

 

current   153   128 

non Current   94   53 

   247   181 

19 pRoVISIonS

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

provision for refund of industry levies   1,569 -   

   1,569 -   

A liability has been reported to reflect an unsettled refund claim.  The provision is based upon revised calculations of levies due with sufficient 
objective evidence.  It is expected that the claim be settled in the first quarter of 2012 resulting in an outflow embodying economic benefits.

20 MATuRITY AnAlYSIS oF FInAnCIAl lIABIlITIeS

2011 cARRyInG AMoUnT < 1 yEAR 1-5 yEARS >5 yEARS

 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000

Financial liabilities

payables   2,063   2,063 -   -   

provision for refund of industry levies   1,569   1,569 -  -  

Total Financial liabilities   3,632   3,632 -   -   

2010 cARRyInG AMoUnT < 1 yEAR 1-5 yEARS >5 yEARS

 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000

Financial liabilities

payables   2,059   2,059 -   -   

provision for refund of industry levies -   -   -  -  

Total Financial liabilities   2,059   2,059 -   -   
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21 unReCoGnISeD ConTRACTuAl CoMMITMenTS

operating lease commitments

Commitments under non-cancellable leases at the reporting date are not recognised as liabilities in the financial report and are payable as follows:

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

not later than one year   119   114 

later than one year but not later than five years   10   129 

Aggregate expenditure commitments contracted for at balance 
date but not provided for (including GST)

  129   243 

The lease for office accommodation is a non-cancellable lease. With rental payable monthly in advance.  
lease payments are subject to an annual increase of four percent.

22 ConTInGenT ASSeTS AnD lIABIlITIeS
As at reporting date the Board is not aware of any contingent assets or liabilities.

23 CASH FloW ReConCIlIATIon
a) Reconciliation of cash and cash Equivalents

2011 2010

$,000 $,000

Statement of Financial position   815   4,982 

Statement of Cash Flows   815   4,982 

b) Reconciliation of net Surplus to net cash provided by operating Activities

net Result ( 5,110)   3,770 

Depreciation and amortisation expense   504   245 

Increase / (Decrease) in employee benefits   57   56 

(Increase) / Decrease in debtors and accrued levy income   83   87 

(Increase) / Decrease in accrued interest ( 154) ( 140) 

Increase / (Decrease) in provisions   1,569 -  

Increase / (Decrease) in payables   358 ( 375) 

Increase / (Decrease) in training liability ( 367)   1,006 

net cash (used in) / provided by operating Activities ( 3,060)   4,649 

24 ConSulTAnTS FeeS
The number and dollar amount of consultancies paid/payable (included in supplies and services) that fell within the following bands:

 no 2011 no 2010

$,000 $,000

Below $10,000   7   28   3   13 

Between $10,000 and $50,000   5   85   3   69 

Above $50,000                  -                    -     1   52 

Total paid/payable to the consultants engaged   12   113   7   134 
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25 RelATeD pARTY DISCloSuReS 

a) Directors of the construction Industry Training Board

The Directors of the Construction Industry Training Board for 
the period from 1 July 2010 to 30 June 2011 were:

Mary Marsland Chariperson

Douglas Buchanan

Judith Carr – resigned April 2011

Susan Frazer

Steven Hall

Christine Harrison

Gary Henderson

Sandra Jaffer

Martin o’Malley

nathan paine

Robert Stewart

b) Transactions with the Directors – Related Entities

During the year training funds were allocated to associated entities 
of the Directors of the Construction Industry Training Board.

Such transactions were within terms and conditions no more favourable 
than those available on similar transactions  with other parties.
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ATp Annual Training plan

ATS Apprenticeship Training Support

AWDI  Aboriginal Workforce 
Development Initiative

BeR Building the education Revolution

CCF Civil Contractors Federation

CITF  Construction Industry Training Fund

CIWAp  Construction Industry 
Workforce Action plan

CoAG  Council of Australian Governments

CoT Contract of Training

CW Current Worker

D2C Doorways2Construction 

DeCS  Department of education 
and Children’s Services

DeeWR  Department of education, employment 
and Workplace Relations

DFeeST  Department of Further education, 
employment, Science and Technology

DTeI  Department of Transport, 
energy and Infrastructure

eDp edinburgh Defence precinct

elTRC  entry level Training 
Reference Committee

GFC Global Financial Crisis

GTo Group Training organisation

IAB Industry Advisory Body

Ipp Industry pathways program

ISB Industry Skills Board

JSAC Joint Sector Advisory Committee

nCVeR  national Centre for Vocational 
education Research

RCCs Recognition of Current Competencies

RTo Registered Training organisation

SACe South Australian Certificate of education

SBA School Based Apprenticeship

TAlAS  Training and levy 
Administration System

TpC Training policy Committee

VeT Vocational education and Training

Wpp Workforce participation policy 

List of acronyms

ABovE: Trainees at the Construction Industry  
Training Centre, Regency park, getting hands-on  
training for elevated Work platforms.  
Photograph: Bridgehead Australia
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